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EDITORIAL Comme+tt Necessary Department: Maclean-Hunter publishes Maclean’s and owns Macmillan
of Canada. In the last months of 1974. Maclean’s
published eight .excetpts from seven fall books. Four .of.
*
those excerpts were from Macmillan publications, including
two from Ifugh Maclennan’s Rivers of Canada. In its
Odtober, November and December issues, Maclean’s book
page reviewed 13 books, five of them fmm Macmillan. All
five were favourably reviewed.
000

,

Canadian magazines of interest to school librarians. “Tities.” we’re told, *‘were selected on the basis of availability I- wnn’ 7~1s ISSUI! we welcome Sandra Martin, former Associate Publisher of QuiR & Q&e, to the.editorial staff of
and usefulness.” Included, therefore, are journals such as
Books in Canada. As Associate Editor, Ms. Martin’s main
Canadian Chess Char and Beautiful British Columbia.
role will be m improve and expand the feature section of the
Excluded are journals such as L&t Posr and Cinema
magazine. She will also contribute regular articles under our
Canada. If one’s confidence in Ontario libratians isn’t
Trade & Union heading concerning developments in Cabashaken by the lisi itself, the annotations are sum m do it. At
dian publishing of interest to the general reader. Herfirst
one point, for example, the Tamarack Review and the
column (page 28) is an enlightening analysis of the contra- .
Uni+ersify qf Toronro Quanerly ate compamd. “Students
dictory positions taken by the Secretary ofiState and the
of . . . creative writing,” we’re informed, “will find [the,
Tamarack Review] much mom readable . . : than the Independent Publishers’ Association on the future of
mriss-market paperbacks in Canada.
Universiry of Toronto Quarterly. ”
..
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Cgnadian publishing, and d fe& volumes
fict& kept the:flag flying

BY GEORGE WOODCOCK

.

II ~tusr, t ntt~tt, be a resurgence of the ancestral farma in
us all that tempts editors to commission and critics to under-,
take the kind of annual glance atthe year’s achievement that
I am now making. Tbe year has gone round fmm solstice to
solstice, the harvest is in. the .ploughland lies idle and recupenting, gnd we who sit in our studies and offices sense,
like the inhabitants of the glass-walled utopian cities in
Zamiatin’s We, the distant promise of spring blown high
over us in the air, and a hope that next year’s crops will be
better or no worse than this year’s.
But do, in fact, the rhythms of literary production move
in the same patterns as those of nature? AR they not related
to human lives or at least to human lustra? A decade, even
half a decade, can enable one to map significant changes in
the work of a writer ?r even in the general picture of a
country’s literary life. But.a year’s record of books off tlte
press, though it may tell us a &eat deal about the publishing
indushy, gives only hints of what writers are doing and
thinking, since the gcstatoty process into which a book goes
when it has left the writer’s machine, and oflen his mind as
well, usuallj, leaves a gap of at least a year between coupletion and publication, and sometimes.sevenl years between
conception and publication.
Indeed, one of the interesting features of the pnsent season has been the appearance of a notable prose work by a
.

’

Canadian poet that has been literally decades in the works.
John Glassco’s volume of novellas, The Fatal Womim, a
seiies of tantalizing palimpsests on the obsessions of the
Decadence, consists of material written over a whole generation, the first of the novellas having been started in 1936
and the last written in 1964, and all having lain at least a
decade for libertarian permissiven&s to ripen among Canadian
publishers.
.- ’
T&Fatal Woman, like Glassco’s earlier and similarly
delayed Memoirs of Montparnasse, is an extreme example
of late publication, but them must be many flmong the
books appearing every season that no longer project their
authors’ current preoccupations. What most determines the
actual lists appearing, given the. general availability of
books, is the state ofcanadian publishing houses. title, for
example, appeared last year under New Pm& imprint,
which in-other recent years had given a consi$rable body
of lively,~experimental or polemical prose. To a small extent the slack was taken up by Press PorcCpic. where Dave
Godfrey published some titles h.e had commissioned at New
Press. The naturalization of Macmillan did not yield the
expected results in an increased l&t of Canadian books, and
there seemed also a tendency for branch-plant and agency
houses to be more cautious in their token offerings of Canadian books.
Having made my point that what I am really discussing is
publishing in 1974 rather than writing in that year, I go on.
not1 to a general survey of what appeared, for which them is
3

.
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George Woadcack
no space, but to remarks about what seemed to me the most

interesting books. I am not claiming to talk about the best
books of the year, since I may well have failed to mad the
one great book that all the reviewers neglected, but I am
writing as one through whose editorial hands most q_f the
books published during the year happened to pass and
whose curiosity led him to read anything that seemed in the
least likely to be of interest.
Prose, of course, is a wide field, embracing among the
year’s books everything from Colombo’s Canadian Quotations and Old Age Pensions and Policy Making in Canada
to novels by Margaret Laurence and Mart .-Cohen and
non-fiction works by Hugh MacLennan and Morley Callaghan. Many of the books published were of narrow interest, written by teachers for teachers, for example (or
often enough by pedants for pedants in the great academic
carousel called Publish or Perish); a shocking proportion
this year (bitt was it really m.ore shocking than any years
before?) were too crass or pondemus to carry one beyond
the lirst chapter. Good non-fiction prose books were excep
tionally few in comparison with other mctnt years, and it
was really a handful of novels and volumes of short stories
that saved the industry’s name.
Perhaps the two fields whose crops were most disappointingly meagre. after a number of good years,. were history
(including biogmphy) and criticism. Canadian history and
biognphy havehall a succession of banner years since the
Centennial made an interest ln reassessing our past both
stimulating toscholars and profitable to publishers; but now
the books written on the continuing impetus of 1967 have
all been published, and the great reassessment of the Canadian past they represented seems to have come to an end or
at least to have stopped for a breather. The one book of
geneml history that seemed a real contribution to our underJ

_

..___.._-.__

standing bf the past was &node 18%-1921: A Natiaa
Tra~formed, in which Robert Craig Brown and Ramsay
Cook gave a shape to one of the most contiming and least .
dramatic periods of our past. Nothing in the way.of biography came my way that threw new light of any interest on ’
the great Canadian ligures; we had to be content .witb a
sometimes hmusing but more often pathetic scrapbook of
Phot6gmpb.s and cuttings entitled The John A. Macdanald
Album. An engaging minor biography was Lewis C.
Walmsley’s Bishop on Hoqn; the Bishop was the William
C. White to whom we are indebted for much of the fine
Oriental collections in the Royal Ontario Museum. Hlstories local in time or place seemed to have more to offer
(though not much mote) than general histories. David Jay
Bercuson’s Confrontation at Winnipeg provided perhapb
the most balanced and informative account we have yet had
ofthe celebrated General Strike of 1919; JamesMorton’s In
the Sea of Sterile Mountains told (with perhaps too heavy a
reliance on English-laitguage sources) the melancholy story
of anti-Orienil prejudice-on the West Coast; Jonathan
Manthorpe’s The Power and the Tories, a journalist’s narrative of the Conservative government in Ontario, turned
out to be an exceptionally astute and well-constructed piece
of political history.
In criticism the recent stream of good monographs on Canadian writers and of provocative surveys like Survival and
EutterpV ou Rock, which were partly the result of the surge
of chltural nationalispt, seemed during 1974 to dry to a
trickle. Sandra Djwa’s E. J. Pratt: The Evolutionary Vision
was the only critical study of a single Canadian author that
even mildly impressed me (though Bruce Nesbitt’s sampling of’essays in the Critical Views volume Earle Birney
wes a lively contribution of another kind), and Prank
Davey’s From There to Here, a series of brief, idiosyncratic but very astute critical essays on Canadlarwriters in
the 196&, was the.mwt useful work in the survey class. But
perhaps the best book of criticism published in Canada in
1974 dealt with British writers: W. J.-Keith’s The Rural _
Tradition. an excellent account of the lineage of country.
writing fmm Isaak Walton and White of Selbome down to
modern times.
Into the end of the year. as into every pee-Christmas
season, was crowded a whole series of arty big books, the
most’gaudy -expectedly - being RoloffBeny in Italy. N O
art books even approached the remarkably high standard of
last year’s Painters in a New Lund. J. Russell Hatper’s A
People’s Art was much inferior to his classic &inting in
Canada; it was weakened by the exclusion of sculpture,
which’has played such a part in Canadian popular art. and

The books written’on the continuing impetus of
1967 h&e. all been published, and the great reassessment of:the Ginadian past they represented
seems to have come to an end.
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marred by a naive every-man-his-own-anist messianism.
The most encouraging event in terms of art publication in
1974 was the beginning of a collaboration between McClelland & Stewart and the Cllenbow Institute of Calgary which
has been amassing Western Canadiana at an impressive rate
for the last decade: the first result is a tine volume of reproductions of often-forgotten Western landscapists, introduced by Lorne Render(Thc Mountains qndd:eSky), and a
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more discrete butquite intriguing volume entitled A winrcr
or Fort MeLcod, the diary of au NWMP surgeon named
R. B. Nevitt who happened also to be e water-cokuuist of
considerable evocative power. his sketches and paintings of
Prairie life in the 1870s am a happy discovery.
Both Hugh MacLennan and Mmley Calldghan produced
massive books this year, and both collaborated with photographer John de Visser. perhaps “collaborated” is the wmng
wouk rather. they have worked on purallel lines with the

Among the illustrated books, one must not forget Heather
Robertson’s doggedly unromantic Salt of the Earth, a collection of conbsmporaty photographs, diaries and other
documents that evokes, often poignantly, the lives of Prairie
pioneers. Perhaps, though not shaped in au orthodox form.
this is the evocative history book that I otherwise found
missing in 1974.
Finally, to mund off the prose non-fiction with a suitably
baroque landmark, them is Colontbo’s Camdian
Quotatiotu, idiosyncratic in its inclusions, exasperating in
its omissions (who has not found Bartlett the same?) but
It is obvious that she [Margaret Laurence] has
memorable by virtue of being-like Johnson’s Dictionary
-the ,tirst of its kind, and in thts sense the one unique event
reached a crisis in her writing life where neither
. - of the publishing year.
theforms nor the themes oJthepost will sufice.
The two novels of 1974 that now remain most strongly is
my mitid are Margaret Laurence’s Tire Diviners and Matt
photographer. with varying results. In the case’ of
Cohen’s The Disinherited. It is not merely that The DivinMacLennan’s Rivers of Canada the author’s interest in hiscm is in itself a-piece of superb craftsmanship in which the
tory and landscape and de Visser’s interest in the look of the
central character moves close to the literary persona of the
land have tended to m&t in some magical perspective, and
novelist, so that each hauntingly reflects the other and we
the result is a fine, unified volume. In the case qf
have a fine example of that typically ZOth-century form, the
Callaghan’s Winter the author-illustrator twain have never
mirror-mirror novel. It is also that with thicbook Margaret’
- at least in terms of the book’s unity - met. Cal&than
Laurence has announced the end of her catcer as a fiction
wrote a first-rate essay on his memories of whtter. mainly in
writer: even if we do not choose to accept this as a final
his own small part of Canada and so sharply visual that it
statement, it is obvious that ‘she has reached a crisis in her
needs no illustntion. De Visser has gi.ven us a fine
writing life where, neither the fomts nor the themes of the
panoramic view of the permutations of snow, ice, rain and
past will suffice, and if she does write other novels we must
skeletal trees oyer the breadth and height of Canada. One
assume they will be quite-different from those of her great
hopes that some day Callaghan will give his essay a more
Prairie cycle.
appropriate place in an unillustrated book on the Canadian
Matt Cohen began by writing rather esoteric novellas
.;
year.
published by Anansi in the age of Dennis Lee and the
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Waller’s book shows how this affects the lives of many
thousands of Canadian families by following the
activities of a group of addicts, members of a branch of
Gamblers Anonymous. Big Eddie, Uncle Jacques, 1
Gloves, Little Bruce and The Mouse are perhaps the
most colourful and desperate characters to_ ever appear
in a Canadian book.
The Gamblen reads like fiction but rings with the
harsh reality of fact.

.
,
Spiderline series of highly experimental fiction: Cohen.ir:
the only member of rhe group appearing in thst.series who
has passed on into a fiction larger both in form and concept.
At first glance The Disinherited h a rather conservative
family chronicle about a lineage.of Ontesio farmers. In fact
it turns out to be a multiple study of disinheritance considered as alienation, and the breakdown of meaningful relationships, which% disaster or liberation according to one’s
.
way of meeting it. y
Matt Cohen left Anansi for M & S to publish The Disinberlted, but Anansi continues - though perhaps with
less experimental elan than in the past - hs role as’publisher of the sort of fiction that does not easily fit into big
publishing programs. Apart from John Glassco!s The Fatal
Won~an, its 1% during 1974 included Harold Sonny
Ladoo’s last and savagely comic novel of Caribbean life,
Yesterdays, a salutary reminder of the, potentialities that ,
went unfulfilled by reason’of liis early death, and. in virtually polar opposition, John Btuce’s almost static confrontation, in Breathing Space, between the life of civilized ,
amenity and the life of fugitive terror that gdes on beneath
it, IiteIrally in’the action of the novel and figuratively in
Bruce’s view of human existence and human bistor)h
Oberon Press has kept up its record of discovery with a
good first novel of aimless youth in backcountry New
Brunswick, The Coming of Winter by David Adams ,
Richards, and with a further batch of the,shon-story collections. The most interesting among these, because it intmduces another new writer of obvious intent as well as croniise, is Merna Summers’ Th& Skating Party.
Fmm more established publishers the year’s good fiction
includes two fine books of short stories, Clark Blaise’s
studies of mind.in exile, Tribal Justice,~&d Alice Mtmm’s
second collection, Something I’ve Been Meaning to Tell
You, stories almost too accomplished in their combination
of nostalgia and reminiscent disgust. Among rhe novels that
have especially inrerested me during the year are two orher
’
firsts, goanna M. Glass’s formidably intelligenr ReflectionS
oa a Mountain Summer. with its alturning insights inro the
masculine mind, and, given all thd awkpardnesses and excesses that reviewers have generously found, Dennis T.
Patrick Sears’ The Lark in the C/ear Air for its sheer vitality
ofwriting.
Finally, there is the group of translated Quebec novels,
some almady classics in their own world, which has turned
what might have been an, average good-fiction year in
English-language publishing into something more: Claude
Jasmin’s Ethel and the Terrorist, Roth Carrier’s They
Won’t Demolish Me. Hubert Aquin’s Blackout and. for
addicts of her special kind of cosy horrors, no less than two
novels by bjarie-Claire Blsis.
It’s hard to see how far 1975 may change the pattern I
have been tracing. New Press seems to be returning as a
force in Canatlian publishing, and if General. Publishing can
catry out its plans of building a big pmgram on the basis of
. a wide paperback list, then we may see the emergence of a
strong new group with perhaps a rather populisi inclination.
Regional houses are showing continued vigohr: Talonbooks
of Vancouver, for example, is expanding fmm verse and
dama into fiction, with a novel by Audrey Thomas now on
the press. A number of strong biognphies are due to appear
next year, and Canada Council support for rranslation suggests that we shall have a continuing Row of fiction and
perhaps other prose fmm Quebec. The voluminous enlarged
version of Literary History of Cadada. covering the eventful recent years up to the early 1970s. is in active prepam8

tion by the University ofToronto Press, and if present plans’
hbld, there will be a resumption of the flow _of Canadian
criticism. But until the spring li$s am with us, and we get
some idea of the state of health of the publishing industry
and of what writers have been completing in 1974 to appear
a year later, any kind of prophecy is, at best, seeing through
a glass darkly. Canadian publishing still has a quality of the
tentative and unexpected that is in its own way exciting, so
that one feels often like Wilde when he said: “This suspense is terrible. I hope it will last.” 0

OIJR GOOD OLD RELIABLE NATHAN
Saul, communist in Air Force blue, still hobing
to snare mefor hfs Reserve airport’s cell.
took me one lifeless Glace Bay apemoon
to afriends home, where, he said, the inteliectaals
of the town always gothere& to drink c&ee.
spout ideas for the future. Bat until you arrived
bringing thou ha@chantbtg, halfsiag-song voice,
the company was undistinguished. Then suddenly,
cononando-style,
you’d tdken over the gatheting: I listqted amazed
to your mocking, arrowed wit. Here’s a wind-bag.
I thought. but whatfnsh. delicious wind!
..
He’d give Glare Gillis a run for his money
any election year in Cape Breton South
ifsomeparty’d only have the sense to run him.
But apparently none did. It was in Toronto
..
a good ten years later
I saw you for the second time.
By then you’d outlived several near disasters
at,the Mugeum Theatre. and cornered by the critics,
got yourfinal revengi by becomitig
the best of them all. That cold winter evening
I still can see you greetlng Irving Layton
as he strode into the roonz. then,mouing with him
to the only free space left before blaze-crackling logs
in the fireplace, where yea s(ll cross-legged seveml hours
and I wurtched the sweat sluice down )varfoec
in harf-sallon pitchetjiils, but you never once badged
or uncrossed those legs, you were that stubborn
when the conversation was.going exactly right.
which leaves me only thatjina!. eye-shocking glimpse
of you standing huge at the ticket-window
of the triple-bill, triple-threat emporium
In Yonge and Dundas’ hrirnbarger gin-mill hatch-hour.
looking old past belief. only the eyes still flashing
any good life out of your bulbous, worn-out body
before you were swallowed up. gone into the smoky
cut+ate escape of moviehouse darkness.. .
That shock ov&, I’d nothing much lefi
for your death yesterday. it seemed as upected
as winter following autumn, though unnecessary,
undesetved.
and much too soon:
0 great gmnd gasping fbt man!
(From Change-Up: New Poems, by' Raymond Souster. Oberon, $2.95.)
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his relations, friends and political asessence of a book such as this lies in its
sociates,-but also of his times. A
arrangement and layout. Engravings.
number of the trials, dangers and
photographs and cartoons contribute
triumphs that all Canadians expermost to the value of the album; but it is
ienced in the 19th century come vividly
not, as its authors remind us. simply a
alive in these plates. Them are seethe.
picMrial record of the main eVentS in
for example, on the cholera epidemic of
Macdonald’s long career. The pictures
the 1830s and 1840s. on’Fenianism and
are. bound tog&her by a narrative acthe Fenian raids of the ‘186os, and on
count, writtcn it a simple, straightthe much-publicized alcoholism of the
forwad
manney,
that
concentrates
on
The John A. Maedonald Album,
by Lena Newman, Tundra Books, prqminent people and important epi- , 19th century. From the lists of
sodes, and makes no serious attempt at Macdonald’s own purchases of wine
223 pages, $30 cloth.
and spirits, it hacomes clear once again
the interpretation of characters or
that he had an infi itely more refined
events.
and sophisticated tI:ste than have most
The
book
opens
with
atiintmdo&!tion
By DONkD CREIGHTON
of the whisky-gulping Canadians of
on Macdonald himself, “the man betoday whq are so ready to dismiss him
hind the statesman” -on his clothes,
“A mu. HANDJONELY printed book, habits, ailments, preferences, jokes,
as an old drunk.
Mrs. Newman has read widely in the
especially popular in the 19th century. friendships. and loves. The long record
available literature on Macdonald and
often having a profusion of illustrations that follows is divided into s&en parts.
and short sentimental texts” is the which beginjwith the migration of the his time; but her own qonnecting narrative, which is highly discursive and
definition given by one American dii- Macdonalds fmm Glasgow to Kingsepisodic in character. contributes little
tionary for the word “album.” It wilt fan, 0ntari.o. and ehd with the election
to our knowledge. The producers of the
serve well as a description of Mrs. of 1891 and Macdonald’s death and
volume feel that it has added a few
Newman’s book, which is certainly a burial. “The life of Sir John Macrecently discovered facts to the record
tall volume, handsomely bound in the donald,” declared Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
of the Riei Rebellions and the &as&
sober colours of the Macdopald tartan, “is the history of Canada.” The biognation of D’Arcy McGee. Mrs. Newand decorated with a comic black.man quotes a rather hysterical outburst
and-white cartoon of Sir John embmcfmm Riel’s diary of 1885, which came
ing his lifelong love, Miss Canada.
to light as lately as 1970; and she also
Such albums, the American dictionary
makes very good use of Lady
seems to assume, were “especially
Macdonald’s diary in her account of
popular in the 19th century,” but the
McGee’s death and the trial of Whelan,
producers of The John A. Macdmald
This of course is not the i$st time Lady
Album, who are very much
Macdonald’s d,iaty has been seen and
late-20th~century Canadians, argue
used by an historian; but the value of
that the vigour and irreverence of
The John A. Moedonald Album lies in
l9th-ccntmy . Canadian politics and
journalism are very close to the spirit of
the freshness of its illustrations. rather
contempmary Canada aad.that what
than the novelty of its historical facts.
The present reviewer has seen a good
was popular then deserves to be equally
many photographs of Macdonakl, but
popular now. They have mddemized
there are several itr this book that am
the l9th-century album with a bold denew to him. Bengough’s cartoons are,
sign and bold typography; but the “pmof course. well known; but the pmducfusion of illustrations” very ddinitely
ers of the album have discovered a
remains. The “sentimental texts” have
number that are less familiar, and they
gone, but they have been replaced by a
have mixed these with the drawings,
wide variety of short extracts; set apart
fmm the main text in small boxes,
‘more novel if less clever, of other
which include menus, recipes, anecl9th-century cartoonists. Finally, they
have found pictums of two people, very
dotcs, jokes, accounts, and quotations
from contemporary diaries, memoirs,
close and dear M Macdonald, that help
. . . He had ai injnitely more
det$cs and newspapers.
td lift the@ from the twilight and obs*
Mrs. Newman is a journalist, and her rejned and sophisticated taste
curity in which they have existed so
weekly column “Your Canada and than have most of the whjskylong. The features and character of
Mine” appears in a number of Cana- gulping Canadians of today who
Susan Agnes Bernard, Macdonald’s
.second wife, are not unknown, of
dian newspapers. Max Newton, the decqurse; but here she is presented in sevsigner of The John A. Mardonald ’ are so readyqo dismiss him as an
drunk.
.; ,
era1 new revealing full-length portrait
‘Album is also a journalist, with much old
studies that have not, to my knowledge
experience as the art director of
been published before. And her daughWeekend Magazine. At least four other raphy of the man is inseparable from
the chronicle of the country. The proter. Mary Theodora Margaret, the inpeople shared in the editing and pmdcccurably invalidzhild whom her parents
lion of the volume, and the list of their ducers of The John A. hfacdottald
loved and lamented, comes back to life,
names reminds one faintly pf the credits Album have taken advantage of this oba small and pitiable figure, in several
at the end of a television program. This vious fact, and their book is a pictorial
is not ao inappropriate feature, for the mcord, nof only of Macdonald himself,
deeply moving photogtaphs. 0
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'Let th em eat
akemix.. .’
Hard to Swallow: Why food prices
keep rising and what can be’done
about it, by Walter Stewart, Macmillan, 218 pages, $9.95 cloth.
By DOUGLAS MARSHALi

_I ~.
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.__

eggs. In their stead we h&e new vehicles of economic manipulation end co&
trol. They ensu’m, among other things,
that them no longer is the slightest coanection between the price of wheat and
the price of breed. One result is that a
lot of ci!izens in this allege8 land of
plenty are f6rced to dine ori dog food.
And what is the taste of ddg food? Walter Stewart knows. It is the taste of
stupidity, grcod, and bullshit.
Th;lt’s why Hard to Swallow is one

of those mm books that could start a
moo IS MONEY, bread is dough, and revolution. Stewart, a mag&e jourGarfield Weston is a billionaire. In the
nalist and e first-rate investigative rebeginning, about 12,000 years ago, the
porter, slices through the smug,
business of converting certain hybrid
custom-staled crust of the Canadian
grasses into human sustenance had e
food business to reveal, in neat cmsslogical simplicity that nourished the
sections, fhe maggots and hot air inmind BS well as the body: sow, reap,
side. It’s not an emotional polemic; the
mill, bake, sell. eat. Today we live in
evidence is documented down to the
the age of “agribusiness,” of “nonlest crumb and the judgments are
viable farming” and “cost-benefit
evenly made. But it is a polemic none
analysis,” and the food industty is
the less. Stewart seethes witb supabout as simple end nourishing as the
pressed rage and every consumer who
Second World War.
reads the book will seethe with him.
Somewhere between the sowing and
Stewart concedes at the outset that
the eating, in those fudge-fille$ emas
the era of cheap food has gixe for good.
we now call pmcessing and mgrketing,
Rices in Canada are inevitably linked
the common-sense trains of supply and
demand have been routed into sidings
and letI tu rot like so many million

to what’s happening in the rest of the
world, and much of the rasc’of the world
is starving. Hem he is on the anchovy

connection: “You are paying mom for
your dinner steak today because a mess
of F’eruvian fish failed to report for
work three years ago. and that’s what
John Donne meant when he said that
‘No man is an island’.”
However, he thinks the Club’of
Rome and other latter-day Malthusians
preaching tha impending Apocalypse
ere “full of wet hay.” As the pressure
builds, the world will almost certainly
learn how to feed itself efficiently. And

in theory Canada, with all its advantages, should be leading the way. Yet
this is a country where:
q Government. policy deliberately
diminishes the supply of milk as the
population increases.
q The chain-store oligopoly conspires to make pensioners in slumspay
more foregroceries than the fat cats in

Westmount. Rosedale, and Shaughnessy Heights.
II Vertically integrated giants such

as I&Cain’s (potatoes) end Kmftco
(cheese) rule their particuler markets
lii ruthless robber. barotis - trempling on farmers, governments,
competitors. and consumers alike.
q Price markups in the industry am
calculated backwards: when a IO-cent
candy bar goes up to 15 cants, fhe food

EWRYTmG ?!KNJR’ P~NT$ DIDN’2”
TELL YOU L~I~OU’H‘ FHXJR.E SUTmG
FIGURE SKATING
‘ E l l e n

Buika

Did anyone every tall you that the boot of your
skate should fit snugiy around the ankle dnd have
a built-in support around the instep? That the
waltz eight figure consists of twb circles, each
divided into three equal parts? That spins are
not affective in the corner of a rink?
r
,urka
i the knowledge and experience that has made her an intcrnationally .raspected figure skating coach who
has worked with some thirteen international
medal winners.
Although this book is a guide for the beginner in
the spo* it is certain to become a standard reference book for competitive skaters; coaches and
.
p!“Ijudges:
Illustrated with over 130 photographs and diag- - .--..---..---../‘rams.
$4.95 paper
02.973430.4
-

barons claim it’s only a 3355% increase
(one thitdof 15 cents) ratherthana50%

increase (one half of 10 cents).
q Commodity exchanges am tun like
crooked gambling casinos and marketing boardsare little more than pmducers’ price-fixing clubs.
q The Canadian Wheat Board, responsible for this country’s primary agricultural product and the one marketing board that does work, is administered by the Department of Justice.
It figures. But who is to blame? Not
the farmers, says Stewart. He presents
a sympathetic prolilc’ of Agricukure
Minister Eugene Whelan (written before the egg icandal) and confirms
Whelan’s view that the farmers are currently being rippedoff as much as the
consumers. He is far harsher when
dealing with the Food Price Review
Board and Beryl Plumptre’s “unshakable, unfathomable, utterly unplumbable complacency.” But- what he finds
hardest to swallow are the .cormpt
wholesale and deceptive retail practices
of the major food chains.
writing at the top of his muck-raking
Yes, there is an archvillain in
form._
-I
Stewart’s plot - the supermarket
True,
I
could
quarrel
with
some
of
oligopoly. The chains that dominate.
the book’s stvlistic tricks: the lames
and control the marketplace, he says,
into gratuito& first-person chit-‘chat
are growing rich on shar waste. On the
wholesale side, the legal and often il- $“I don’t want to bore you, but . . .“);
legal fight for shelf space among dis- ,the gimmicky opening chapter (an
over-extended anecdote about a mythitributors adds an extra $500 million a
cal mild-mannered housewife driven
year to our collective food bill. On the
bes&.by markups); and the catchy but
retail side, the cost of needless advertisvacuous h6adings.
ing and glamorous packaging runs into
I could, but I won’t. When the subthe billions. There is n~real pricc~mject is Canada’s complex and perfidious
petition among the chains; there is only
food industry, a writer is entitled to use
gmwth competition. Price wars‘invarlevery kick in the trade to capture and
ablydrivepricesup, not down. Whena
hold the aitention of his audience.
chain spends $lOmilliononadvenising
This is more than a book; it’s a bill of
in an effort to pmve its “price is right,”
attainder. 0
we are the suckers who ultimately pay
for the campaign. SteGut concludes:
.
IF I had to pick out B single Factor, which.
more than my other. has conuibuled lo our
cumnl slate OF tiaia. I would cbmre
WLWI~FUI twdling pm&es - including
war1cFu1 rdvkniring and ascCpdve packraging. Happily. this is the one facmr which
lends ilsell most retiily to rekn.

The

reform he would like to’see im-

. plemented immediately is the abolition

of advertising expenditures on food as a
deductible item on income taxes. He
thinks we would know within a week
whether advertising is really B vital part
of merchandising or jus a way of conningusinto buying more than we want.
For the reader, Hard to Swallow is
anything but. Stewart’; prose goes
down like clarified butter. His anger is
tempered by a fine eye for irony. his
argument lit by delightful Rashes of
wit. He is a professional craftsman

occasional aberrant.behaviour by two
‘or three Eastern dailies - really
qwstion what’s going on and why:
Canadi.R’jwrnalism-,h~,~,“~~~b~, seprmtes Ihe a d s on she pages - consists
mainly of the sterile chatter OF the wik
services_, tquinls from American papers
and the punditry of press gallery hacks.
The essential issuer tha1 Face Canadian 1~
simply either nn dealt wilh in ourpress. or
mysdfied beyond comprehension. For example. one can wd endless tomes on
Mation but when real e$a!cprices rise by
37 per cent in a mawr OF months. somebody h simply being tippzd off.

There's muckin'
thatther&-id'

Lit Us Prey, edited by Robert
Chodos and Rae Murphy, James
Lorimer & Company, 200 -es, $10
‘.
cloth and $4.95 paper.

By CLIVR COCKING

’

So write editors Robert ehodos and
Rae Murphy in their introduction to Lef
Us Prey, a collection of muckraking
articles analyzing how some bf the
largest corporations in Canada get
richer and richer at our expense - with
a little help from their political friends.
The material, revised and updated,’
ariginnlly appeared in Losr Post
magazine, which for the past five years
has been trying to do the probing journalism our newspapers shun. In the
book, LustPosf writersexamineevbrything from food pricei and profits to
escalating hou,sing costs, and from the
Maritimes adventures of John Shaheen
to the curious links between American
futumlogist Herman Kahn, the fe!eral
cabinet; and the James Bay and Alberta
tar Sands projects.
Written in a crisp, cdolly analytical
style, Let Us Prey provides an eye-

GOOD JOURNALISM, like philosophy,
consists in asking’the right questions.
The tragedy of Canadian journalism is
that -,far fmm asking the right questions - our newspapers don’t question
ball-popping glimpse into the sym-’
at all. They may nitpick, bitch and biotic relationship betweengovernment
grumble, but they do not - sside from
and the corporate world, a relationship
II
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The Niagara Escarpment
From Tobermob to Nlagare Falls
William H. Gillard and
ThomasFLTooke

’

This celebration of one of Canada’s
natural venders provides an inlormal
hiilory and tour of lhe backbone of
Ontario. town by low. and region by
region. fromearliesl Gmestcthe presenl day. The diver&y of Lhe area is
revealed in a happy blend of phoie
graphs. anecdotes. geography, hletory. and local colour.
Cloth SlPdOlpaper $3.95

Dictionary of
Canadian Biography
Volume Ill 1741-1770
Francess G. Halpenny. general editor
From Ihe biographies 01550 people
vrhodled between 1741 and 1770
emerges a fascinating accwnt of develapmenl in Quebec and Lhe Allantic
provinces. and of exploralkm inlo the
continental interior. La V&endrye.
Madeleine Jarrcil de VerchBres. and
Generals Wolfe and Monlcalm are
among Ihe vigorous company of men
andvromenwholivedandshapedour
hisloryinlhisperiod.Twoinlmduclory
essays and many 01 Ihe lives recorded here reflect the epeated warlare lhal culminated in t b e Seven
‘ieah War and the conlmnla~ion of
the English and French lorces. The
DC9 is also evaileble in e limited deluxeedilion. beeuBfullyillus1raledand
bound in morocco and buckram.
’
Clolh$m.OOILaurenUan
EditionSSO.
prices are lhose suggested et time of
publicalion

Uflivereity of
Toronto Bees0

I
!

that clearly benefits politicians and carporations to the deniment,of the real
public interest:
There is, for example., a fascinating
analysis here of the operations of that
well-known corporate farm team for
the Liberal cabinet, Brascan (formerly
Brazilian Light and Traction), of which
former Trade and Commerce Minister
Robe-rt Winters was once president and
former External Affair& Minister
Mitchell Sharp was vicezpresident.
During Sharp’s stint at External (in’
1972), a Bmscan-owned utility in
Brazil, Light-servlcos de electricidode
SA. received a Canadian Export Development Corporation loan of $26.5
millioh to buy Canadian electrical
equipment. The LastPost writersquestion whether this simply enabled Bmscan to diversi@ more - and whether
Canada’s tolerant policy towards the
Brazilian military dictatorShip was not,
in fact, Brascan’s foreign policy.
Equally fascinating, in a grim sort of
way, is Robert Cbodos and Drummond
Burgess’ saga of how Bell Canada, a
regulated corporation, has been able to
enrich and turn its manufacturing subsidiary, Northern Electric; into a multinational corporation. All it took was
government indifference and a tough
new president, John Lobb, whose sole
concern was profits. In 1971, Northern
laid off 4,826 workers, while at Ihe
same time receiving $26 million in
government grants to create jobs.
Public policy obviously doesn’t always benefit the public. Nick Auf de-r
Maur documents here the expansion of
the tainted International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation (lm empire
into Canada (it.now conrrols 58 companies) and its success in winning government concessions. For a new
8 16%million ITT-Rayonierpulp mill at .
Port&flier. Quebec -to take a shock-?
ing example - the corporation acquired $57 million in subsidies from the
Quebec and Canadian governments and a cushy SO-cents-a-cord pulp wood
royalty. The corporation will pay
Quebec $300,000 a year for an initial
. harvest of 600.000 cords of wood from which $60.4 million in pulp will
be produced.
Let Us Prey is an excellent example
of the sort of tough analysis we need in
this far-too-complacent country. If
there isaprincipal defect to thisbook, it
is that it covers too broad a scope -any
subsequent follow-up should concentrate on a single issue. And that, to my
‘mind;should be the question: Why is
the press in Canada so slorhful and so
gutless? 0

PI
0 emicists in
d broom closet
Never Done: Three Centuries of
Women’s Work in Canadtf, by The
Corrective Collective, the Cansdii
Women’s Educational Press, Toronto, 150 pages, $3.75 paper.
,’

*
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ANNBROCHR

“A SERVANT with this clause maltes
drudgery divine; Who sweeps a mom
as for Thy laws makes that and the
action line.” wrote George Herbert of
the way in which menial work may be
ennobled when performed for a
spiritual reason and for a non-mriterial
reward. But that was a long time ago. If
there is anyone left practising thai
philosophy of work, it is not the fault of
the international unbns or of the
Women’s Liberation Movement, tbe
most newly arrived end fiercest of the
pressure groups in the working world.
Feminists hate the philosophy because
they see it as an opiate of the feminine
masses, a male weapon used successfully through the centuries to keetj
women in obedient, even grateful. sub-

jection.

’

Never Done,: the latest offering of
the feminist erouu The Corrective Collective, is pbi&ly scornful of work
done “for love.” not for wages, i.e.,
of “women’s work.” Theauthors survey Canadian history from early settlement to the First World War and find
it a grim picture of male wickedness
and female bovinity, of women over-.
worked, ‘underpaid. undervalued and
worst of all unchronicled. “Even the
social. historians . . . reject women’s
work as insignificant. Can you imagine
the gall!” With the exciting discovery
that “this country would never have
irxisred without all the unheralded accomplishments of women,” the Corrective Collective sets cut to,correct the
record.
One needn’t take seriously Never
Done’s claims to being a history,
though the authors insist on its authority - ‘tI’ve discovered.so much that
the historians have completely ignored’: - and provide an impressive
bibliography (whose effect they destroy by remarking Jhat most of the
works. are useless). The “history”
rarely rises above the level of highschool satire: “You’ve probably heard
of the Loyalists. They were the women
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who came to Canada with their children French settlers in Canada or the secular
and husbands:” And the highly idealism of modem China. We don’t
coloured first-person accounts - by a know what “laws” to sweep a room
file de roi or an “Upper Canada for, or collect garbage by, or make
foremother” - arc fictional, as they programming a computer divine.
“might have been told” to contemThere is a good book to be written
poraries.
about &men’s work, past and present,
Afever Done is a feminist polemie’of but the’ muddled ideologues of The
a most mediocre nature. One assumes Corrective Collective won’t wire it.
charitably that the juvenile level of
The best feature of ihe book is the
style and content is deliberate, because illustrations 6y Colette French. They
the book is aimed at the large half- are charming - graceful, witty,
educated audience of non-radicalized good-humowed, non-hectoring and inyoung women in high schools and formative. They deserve to be in better
company. 0
community colleges. As such it is a
natural for an’ elective course on
Women’s Studies.
One shouldn’t blame The Comctive
Collective for dressing its polemics in
academic trappings; ideologues. en-trenched in universities do it all the
time. The real weakness of Never Done
is also the basic weakness of the
’ Women’s Liberation Movement-the
Lilies and Slmmockd: A Iiistoty
feminists haven’t yet hammered out a
of Emily Towaship, County of Vtecoherent philosophy. On the one hand, toria, Ontario, 1818-1973, by Howthe authors insist that women’s work - ard T. Peett, prepared for tlie
the bearing and educating of children, Emily Township HtsMe.at Committhe preserving of the fabric of society,
tee, illastr+d, 374 pages, $6 cloth.
volunteer work --‘is of crucial necessity and importance. Then shouldn’t .
BY ~~NALD~WAINSON
women resist society’s attempts,
through economic pressures or social
developments like day-care centres, to IT WOULD BE a gross understatement
take it away from them? On the other to suggest that the study of local history
hand. they share the universal feminist is merely legidmate. Ideally, such
contempt for traditional women’s
scholarship is an integral and important
work. By repudiating it in favour of part of a nation’s histotiogtiphy. Sevbreaking into board rooms and coneral purposes can be served by studying
struction gangs, they unconsciously
atown.atownshiporacounty. Getteral
affirm the superiority of “men’s
interpretations cati be tested against
work.” And they do not recognize that local’experience, and often on the basis
they ye seeing traditional women’s
of hitherto unused evidence. Local
work through a modern vision clouded
studies can shift the focus away from
by that general dissatisfaction with all
national and epochal events to a mme
work that has infected our society.
intimate setting. Such work should aid
Perhaps three centuries of Canadian
the social historian by directing attenwomen really believed in the eternal
tion to community traditions and pmbvalue of what they were doing. Otherlems, and by providing material gerwise, their behaviour suggests that they
mane to commqnity organization. class
must have been uniformly unintelligent structure, workingconditions,poverty,
and gutless and worthy of subjection.
immigrants and so on..A vibrant tradian impression that The Corrective Cal-_ tion of local historical study will also
lective surely do& not want to impan.
aid in the preservation of important
The bitter truth is that the technologevidence, and strengthen the pride and
ical revolution finally has taken away
cohesiveness that is essential tothe pmfrom women. as the industrial revolus&vafion of viable small communities.
tion took fmm men. the conviction of
Apart from a limited amount of
the human and sacred value of work.
first-rate. writing about urban and reWomen held out longer. and there are
gional history, Canadaissadlydeficient
still pockets of resistance. Nurses, for
in this area in terms of quality even if
example, are noioriously hard to shake 1 (and this is equally sad) the quantity of
loose fmm their sense of vocation. But
local historical writing is massive.
now women too are generally infected
Local histories have of course been
by the Western malaise. we cannot
written fotdecades. With a few notable
share the religious purpose of the early
exceptions, they I+ to be antiquarian

Frorii Emilv,with
loveand k&m

in nature and hopelessly dull. Only
rarely do such shtdiis possess a discernable conceptual frame&k. and
they are hardly ever written within a
general historical or historiogidphical
context. Consequently this writing is of
interest to few persons except antiquarlons. genealogists and the,Iocal
worthies mentioned in the text.
In Lilies and Shamrock, Howard T.
Pammett has written a history.of Emily
Township in Ontario’s County bf Viftpria. Unfortunately, it is all too typical
of the genre. Like many such books, it
was conceived as a community pmject
during the ‘enthusiasm engendered by
1967. Although Howard Pammett
wrote the book, much of the research
was undertaken by a committee that
represented “all parts of the township.” The result is a history of Emily
from the ‘retreat of the last glacier
“about 12,000 years ago” to the present. The volume. which is unbearably
tedious, consists primarily of anecdotes, quotations from varioussources.
undigested factual material and a host
of illustrationsi We are provided .with
lists of setgers, the dates of numerous
deeds, and endless popultition ststlsties. There are innumerablC references
to the numbers of cows, horses and
oxen in Emily. We are provided with
lists of blue laws, militia officers,
preachers, Orange Order ofticials and
local politicians. The truly dedicated
can even find lists of fenceviewers,
poundkeepers and pathmasters.. The
book concludes with nd fewer than 30
separate appendices.
This is a pity. As the author points
out, Emily is a “typical rural township
in central Southern Ontario.” Had certain questions been asked and,answbred
the result would have been a fasc@ting
book. How were strong Protestant and
Catholic groups welded into a single
community? Howdid government immigration policy influence Emily’s de- velopment? What was the reality of
pioneer experience? How did the local
economy evolve? What was the impact
.of ZOth-century technology? Such matters are not the concern of this bqok.
We am presented with a history that
will be of little intemst outside Emily
,
Township, and within the local community will probably convihce readers .
that history is an unusually dismal dlscipline. 0
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groups such as the Federation of Ontie Naturalists and the Ontario Con-
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Conservation by the People, by
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A. Ii. Richardson, U of T Press, with
map, 154 pages, 58SOcloth.
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By WADE ROWLAND

s-n.

THERE 1s LITTTLE enough. God knows.

. “C& .Y..UIL YU” IU‘“ACI~,I”II ‘-soJLn,,c

tion to the establishment in 1944, by the
Ontario government, of a (lonservation
Branchandthe subsequent spawning of
!. I:.. ‘? :. ,..::, ._;;.:::_-:~-_:1:: t-1.
“regional conservation authorities”
throughout the province.
- Until 1970, the movement was
..~:_..“:“~--“~“~:._“.._____L__
_:___ic
:n tl.:r “_” i. *m-r ..C n..“l:r., -..*..
led to the establishment of similar pmgrams in Quebec and Manitoba and one
can only hope that the pmcess ofemula-

conservation authorities with financial
assistance from Ott+wa and the pm!,IICC. a yTl.2 ,L11,-, _IU U&II&, -r-e6
purchased during the ensuing 20 y&s
are the “conservation areas,” familiar
to anyone
. . . . in Ontaxio,
. . . who has travelled
tL..__t&. d __:*L&_, m__L_L_~
recreation areas ’ by strung-out city
dwellers. Programs undertaken by
local conservation authorities in these
^_^^^ _^_I^ c__- _^I%._&..^.:^_ ._
demonstration pa&reJand develop.
ment to trout-stream improvement to

.

feedinE oroerams for small birds. Sev-

Originally. conceived as a floodmills and other structures; four have
story of-man’s relationship with t&
natural environment. So what scant . co&l program, the movement was
built orrestoredentirepioneervillages.
given important impetus by the HurriBut what .is most impressive about
evidence of environmental sanity has
cane. Hazel disaster in 1954 in which
the movement is not the number of big
been recorded in the literatuh becomes
38 people lost their lives and pmp- flood-control dams constructed, orparticularly precious,.both for it& inerty damage from flooding ran to mil‘eve’n the contribution to the preservastructional value and for the renewal of
lidns of dollars. Following the hurtion of histbrical_monuments. It is thk
faith it makes possible among those of
little things, like the careful placing of
ricane one authority alone-the Upper
us who lately have been drifting perilan old railway tie and a few boulders in
ously close to the brink of despair about Thames Conservation ‘Authority
the curve of a stream to minimize erooperating in the LondonStratford rcg
the future of our species.
sihn and provide a resting pool for fish,
Conservorion by. rhe People, subion -embarked on a $9.6inilllon prothe planting of a fewhundred saplings
titled “The History of the Conservation gram qf water conservation and flood
in a pocket of wind-eroded bezrenness,
Movement in Ontario to 1970” is one control that involved construction of
such source of inspiration. The book five dams and extenske river-channel the construction of a small fish-ladder
traces the development of the conserva-. improvements. Throughout the provon a salmon stream, the day-long’outtion authority movement in the pmvince hundreds of thousands of acres of
ingwf a classmom of students guided
ince from its roots among internit

flood-plain’ land were purchased by.

_
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by an authority naturalist, the em-
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That prbckey Game!

Peter P&k with Brian McFarlane.
:
1

Y&G

Since his introduction onto hockey telecasts !ast season, Peter Pock
has become as great a star as Bobby Orr. Letters from fans asking
about every aspect of hockey have arrjved by the thousands and ,so
no.w, Parer has written a book about hocRey basics.

Peter provides tips and simple explanations on many ,important areas of hockey - scoring,

penalties, terminology. skating methods and safety pointers - all clearly illustrated with photos
of Peter in action for added clarity: The imp of the ice discusses the origins of hockey playing how and where it all began - a?d gives a detailed history of The Sranley Cup -the most coveted
of hockey awards.
*
0
A delightftil gitI for young hockey fans at only w.95 paper.
Available ar your neares! bookstore.
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placement of carefully designed
wood-duck nesting stations to replace
hollow trees lost to Dutch Elm disease
. * . . It is in the multiplicity of such
small endeavours, carefolly conceived
and executed by local people, and not
in gmndiose multi-billion dollar extravaganzas, that we must base oar
main hope for the preservation and
reclamation of the natural amenities of
our environment.
A brief word of criticism: although
the book is clearly written and conipetently edited, one could have wished
formoreemphasison the”why”offhe
movement and its evolution to complement the thoroughgoing treatment
of “how.” One senses that there is real
dmmi to be found,he.m, and it is frostrating to see it &&red or, at best, only
hinted at. 0

Siedm-age mailchauvinism
Ravenscrag: The Allan Royal Ma8
Line, by Thomas E. Appleton,
McClaliaad 0 Stew_&, 222 pages,
$12.50 cloth.
By NRVULB TMOMPSON
THa ALLAN S T E A M S H I P line, Which
played an important role on the Atlantic and in Caoadiin history for nearly a
century, is a subject well worth investigation. And inThqmas E. Appleton, a
former naval officer now a marine histo&n with the Ministry of Transport,
it seems to have found the ideal author.
Unformnately his book is not a soccess. To some extent Appleton was
forced to make bricks without straw by
being restricted to printed material. But
more important are the limiuvtions of
form and style that owe much to his
failure to decide whether he is writing
for a general or a specialized audience.
There is aconsiderable amount of technical inforination, whiih will interest
some readers, but far too much detail,
too much mw evidence lacking comment or analysis, and too many minor.
characters who obscure and detract
from the main theme. One of the most
lucid sections is that dealing with Sir
Hugh Allan’s involvement in the politics of the CPR, perhaps because the
author was on tmsun ground and had tq
clarify it carefully in his own mind. Too
much koowledge.can be a hindrance
to communication. The book is also

marmd by overwritten passages on motives and feelings that can be b-d only
on romantic speculation. Add yet therl
are good accounts of hair-raising voyages across the Atlantic and engaging
descriptions of life aboard ship for the
rigidly segregated classes in the golden
age of steam..
There is some allusion. thoueh little
politics to s&xss. The first member of
the family was able to become partowner of a ship as a result of the Peninsular war. Chartering ships to the
British government and a Canadian
mail conwct in 1855 helped the company to forge ahead with iron hulls and
screw propulsibn in an age of rapidly

changing technology. When he was in
financial straits in 1869, Sir John A.
Macdonald turned to Hugh Allan (he
was knighted two years later); gratitude
may have prompted him to give his
saviour a chance at the great prize of
financing and controlling the CPR.
Politics most also have played a part in
the Allan Line’s decline. When Lamier
came to power in 1896 ir lost another
lucrative mail &attract.
Evenmore tantalizing than.the political connection is the sketchy account
of the company’s end. As& family, in
classic fashion, lost interest in the business, it was purchased secretly by its
chief rival, the CPR, the Royal Trust
acting.as agents. To all outward appearances the two shipping lines continued to compete. Only under cover of
w&did the directors judge it safe to
leak out the news in the back pages of
the newspaper. Perhaps some other
entqtprising writer will follow the clues
Appleton throws out to produce a more
complete pi&n of the Allan Line’s
place in the business and politics of the
country. 0
1

The diary of
d somebody
‘The Siren Y&-s: A Canadian Diplomat Abroad, 1937-1945, by
Charles Ritchie, Macmillan, 216
pages, $12.95 cloth.
By J.A.S. EVANS
NOT BEING r\-prOfC.SSiOnd pSyChiaUiSt,
I do not know the special nemesis one

needs to be a good diarist. But I would
wager that there is one. Why otherwise
would a man confide to his notebooks,

in the privacy of his study, his sharp
observations on the people he has met,
and his comments on the day’s business? I suspect.that men in public lifti
are particularly pmne to the diarist’s
syndrome-most of all the good grey
men who make fine civil servants.
Do not confuse the syndrome wit& the
taie-mconler neurosis, which afilicied
Richard Nixon to the extent that he
bogged his own office. The taperecorder neurotic wants to 6x his place
in history. He wants to be able to
eavesdrop on himself in tlie future. as if
he were a peeping Tom who peered into

a mirror. The diarist is a person who is
af heart an outsider, who participates in

society without actually belonging. He
observes, and in the privacy of his
study, he commits his observations to
paper.
Charles Ritchie makes a superb
diarist. He was one of a small gmoi of
brilliant men who built upthe Canadian
Foreign Service in the 1930s. A Canadian whoseancestors had lived in Nova
Scotia for nearly two cenfmies, he was
educated along the “British is best”
principle, and grew up toxealiae that
Britain whs an alien place, though an
immensely attmctive one for a young
Canadian who moved in the right circles. Ritchie did. He was posted to the
Cantiian High Commissioner’s office
in London in 1938, and remained there
until just before the end of the war. The
High Commissioner was Vincent Massey, who had, as Ritchie.puts it, “coosohdated his personal and official position in the inner bastions of pm-war
London.” Massey could provide an
et&e io the people who mattered.
Howevei, the& are no great revela-

tions in this book. What makes
Ritcbie’s diaries worth reading is his
sharp eye for detail and his frankness.
Here is his comment on Margot Asquith, widow of the British Prime
Minister fmm 1908 to 1916: “She is
too old and there is nothing left but
senile vanity and play-action . . . . She
horrified me by saying, ‘I should like to
live tbrever.’ I was thinking &that very ’
moment how tragic it must be fat her
not to have been able to die before
now.” Or on the reaction in Britain to
the American outrage over the
treachery of Pearl Warbour: “It is like a
hardened tart who hears a girl crying
because a man has deceived her for the
first time.” Nor do the lower classes
come off unscathed: “The squirrelfaced lift-woman was talking away
volubly~last night about the English ‘The greatest race on earth,’ she said,
‘Never has been anything like us -
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Ths Influent end the EMuent
The History of Urban Water Supply tid
Sanitation
0
.
P.L. Small, P. Eng.

’

Mr. Small has Ion& dsplorsd the lack of
published literature desling with the hlstorlcal
development of public water supplies and
waste disposal facilities in urban wmmunities.
This book is au attempt to outline, in a brief
.but comprehensive manner tbs historical
development of public water supplies and
waste disposal facilities in relation to the
courss of urbanization from its neolithic
begbmings to the present;
Ten pages of bibliography. :
258 pages, bard cover, 99.95

A Stuff Gown -and a Si One

Ernest G. Black
Fifty years in practice, Ernest G. Black
records, with the humorist’s touch;. many
highlights of his legal-and sometimes
illegal-career. A’ successful lawysrsuccessful in the sense that he always kept, the
vagaries of his practice in perspectiv6-tells
about some of tlie characters that he nietz
clients, lawyers, judges, pollticlans, business
men, prospectors-and his relatives. Most, of
them were his friends, in one way or’another.
Although some cost him a great deal in time
and monm, Ernsst Slack always mastered the
situation because he has faith in people and a
sense of humor.
Hi adventures with his cars ahd their
passengers on pre-macadamised roads and
streets will amuse the young and stimulate the
recall of old-timers. The experiences of
teaching in the country provide a vivid glimpse
of schooling in Ontario in the twenties.
This book provides an honest peek into law,
a profession that often appears clossd to the
non-legal members of society. Lawyers like
Ernest Black are real people who humanise
their practice by never losing contact with men
from all walks of life.
_
151 pages, bard cover, 97.95
Fully Indexed

’

This novel offers the uiost piercing insights
intO racism Canadian Style I’ve ever tid. Jean-luc McGillicutty.
It would be a sweet sb.upliflca&n to say
manklld can be gathered into two groups: men
civilized and men savage. But, lo&ng around,
.it’s clear enough there are only savages,witb a
few exceptions who prove the rule.
The events whii provided the foundation
for such occurrences as the Wounded Knee
occupation in the United States, the blockade
of Highway 12 in British Columbia, snd the
confrontation at Kenora in Ontario are all in
this book.
How the peoples who live on reservations
have been treated year by year has piled
generational stratum after stratum of
discontgnt to the peak and pitch North
- ~ America faces presently.
The traditional bureaucratic attitudes and
actions which led ta this and tbe brutality
which has gone on for as long as Canada cau. ,
remeihber ars all here. Ths author observed it
fist-hand. Details have not been spared.
D r . Hspworth completed research o n a
Prairie Indian Reservation for Tbe Making of a
Chief while he practlsed them.
305 pages; hard co&r, 315.Ob
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Black Paper on Mediciue ,
eward Grafftsy

166 pages,

.~. _.: : _....

.
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S&S (pronounced saw-nes) b not au
original publisher.
AU books advertised are also available from
the publisher direct at the same prices.
We are a diibutor with one purpose in mind
. . . to expand the sale of books produced B
our countly through e.fi%ient marketing.

Heward Grafftey is going to stir up a hop
net’s nest. He has written a thorough expose of
a profession that should he unimpeachable the medical profession - and shows it to be an
inefficient, e&s&c, and elitist Eetabliehment.
He has devoted one chapter to each aspect of
the medical profession - emergency services,
research, medical schools, hospitals, wet,
drugs, wen the role of paramedical people.
His accusations are amply supported by
statistics and -plee.
The Senseless Sacrifice is at timse a
frightening book, but if you plan to be sick at
auy time during your life, you owe it to
yourself to read it. Who knows? Maybe you
can do something to change the situation.
.
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The Canadian A&with and Rheumatism Society
has been striving, since iti formation in lMS,
to prevent lirme children and adults from suffering
itre pain and frustratkms of artfuitk

-

Never Surrender
by Mary Pack

Once .id&rti&ing the desperate needs of
arthritic patients why does no one come forward to help them? What ie’the matter with
society that it turns its back on those in need?
Is the medical profession reslly callous to the
.pain of these patients? The enewere to these
questions ars provided by Miss Pack herself as
her story unfolds.
It does seem clear that without Miss Pack’s
repeated and forcible prodding, help would not
have arrived in time to assist hundrede of cases
of rheumatoid a&&is who did bene6t .&urn
the organiaed program.
*
259 pages, 53.95
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Prince Rupert
/R. G. Large
.

-,

Prinee Rupert - A gateway to Alaska and the
Paeifie. New developments ars moving Prince

Rupert, British Columbia toward its destiny as
au importaut seaport ou the Pacific. Pereonalitiee and events that have made possible
this growth are the subject of a history of the
city by R. Geddee Large, who for many years
has been a medical doctor in Prince Rupert.
Dr. Lerge’s hobby ie history. His Skeeua _river of destiny has sold into eeveml editions.
Prince Rupert,’ a copiously illustrated
volume, is a revised edition of an earlier book
published at that thus to commemorate the
fiftieth anniversary of the city. New facts and
photographs bring the story up to date,
~providing material that will be invaluable to
researchers in years to come.
Rvery modern community stands as a legacy
frbm its pioneers. The P&e Rupert book ie
highly recommended as a record of the euo . .
pzdul efforts of dedicated citiesus of a
Canadianwest coast seaport ciiy.
..
229 pages 510.00

never will be. Look at the way we borne
the brunt of tbe war yet we never talk
about ourselves-no swank - we just
get on with the job.”
There are delicious gems of prose
like this throughout the book. But more
fascinating still are the attitudes Ritchle
reveals. Like a good many Canadians
of several generations, he went abroad
and discovered that he did not really
belong in either Britain or the United
States. He became an observer, all the
more sharp-eyed because he represented a small power. I hope this
book will be only the first volume of his
diaries, for Rltchie assmes us in a brief
:afterword that he remains a victim of
the diadst’s syndrome. 0

Of cretins

ad cetdc@ans

Mind in the Waters, assembled by
Joan McIntyre, McClelland & Stewart, 240 pages, $14.95 cloth.
By ALAN PEARSON

sciousness of whales and dolphins; ap-;
patently they possess full intelligence,
different fmm ours but no less complex. These creatures can think.
Another section covers “living in the
sea” and examines communications
between cetaceans. Interspersed
among such texts are whale poems by
D.H. Lawrence, Pablo Nemda and
Michael McClure. There is also an interesting article by Parley Mowat on his
personal encounters with whales. We learn from Mind in dze Warm
that whales are being slaughtered at the
rate of one every 12 mbmtes. And, although this international killing
amounts in total to only about a
$150-million-a-year industry, it cduld,
if it.continues, lead in 10 to 20 years to
the extlnetion of whales. Why are these
harmless creatures being killed? Prlncipally, to make pet food, cosmetics
and fertilizer - prodticts for which
there are availAble substitutes.
‘I mmember, on the sea voyages I
have taken, the sense of exhilaration
when I’ve spotted a school of dolphins.
They are a magical sight that fills the
mind with a sense of mystery. The
image of their joyful leaping6 in a
sun-flecked sea can haunt the mind for a
long time. However, since most of
mankind never sees or thinks about
such creatures, what chance do they
have against the commercialism of an
aggressive whaling industry and the
seductive imagery of television commercials that oroffei the bv-nrcducts of
whaleslaugh&r.
._
*
There is something quixotic about
Joan McIntyre and her colleagues try,
ing to secure the agreement of several
governments to abandon a profitable
industry, simply because they belidve it
is wrong to kill whales. But it is heartening that such a group of people c‘sn
still maintain their purpose in what to
many of us seems a bleak world occupied largely by homicidal fools.
The myalties from the sale of this
book will go to Project Jonah (a group
of people devoted to the pmtectlon and

THERE WAS A time. years ago, when the
purpose of a book such as this was to
present the reader with a good informative text and an abundance of photographs and diagrams. Mindin the Warers goes a step timhen it puts the subject matter squarely within an ecological framework and suffuses it with considerable humanitarlan concern.
The book is about cetaceans (whales
and dolphins). Joan McIntyre, who
writes most feelingly about man’s brutality to marine life, has presented her
i&as to the Stockholm Conference on
Human Environment and persuaded the
United States to support a IO-year
momtorhtm on the killing of whales.
However, the bulk of the text is.written
by scientists, anthropologists, psychologists, naturalists, poets and simply lovers of whales. With a profusion
in its campa& for a worl~wido mom-.
of photographs and line drawings, the
book tells you as much as you’ll ever toriurn on the commercial killing of
.
whhles and dolphins. 0
need to know about Cetaceans - as
well as some nasty home kuths about
man’s treatment oftbem.
The place of cetaceans in mythology
is discussed. For instance, the “dolphin r&r” has been a recurrhtg image
in poetry and art for thousands of years
and, we are told, has substantial
psycho-sexual overtones. There is a
technllal section on the brains and con18

The lhty Scenario, by John Batkm, General Publishing, 256 paps_,
$8.95 cloth.
The Quisl@s, by Percy Bishop
and Anna McIntyre, Libmag, 257
pages, $6.95 cloth.’

I

By PAUL STUJDVE
REAmNO MasSE two novels suggests a
useful analogy between “novels of
suspense” and satiric fiction. The latter
depends for its effectiveness upon setting exaggerated or incongruous
phenomena against “normai” ones.
The classic suspense thriller, similarly,
sets a fully-realized pmtagonlst against
a nether world of double agents and
crosses. In each case, the desired effect
is a simple one: what could be easier
than contrasting the mundane and the
exotic, the usual and the unusual, the
known and the unknown? But controiling and shaping it can be something
else again, at least on the evidence of
The Dir@ Scenatio and The Quislings. ’
The Dim Scenario dmgs a psychopathically inclined cabinet minister into
a situation of American energy shortages and Canadian waffling, with the
minister’s gradual deterioration keeping pace with a developing confmntalion over the Mackenzie Valley pipeline. Author Ballem strings this out
nicely, httbrspersing vicious assasslnations and explllit sexual encounters
with.some inside dope about the politics’ of resource development, and ha
delivers a slam-bang conclusion with
the mandatory (but for once untelegraphed) twist of irony. Most detinltely
“Good of Breed,” as we used to say at
the Poodle Show.
The.expertness of this performance
is somewhat undermined, however, by
Ballem’s reliance upon garden-variety
psychoanalytic jargon in delineating
the personality of Paul Cbrtls, the
minister, which makes him into something out of Krafft-Ebing rather than a
focus for the reader’s empathy. This
sort of mono-dimensional characterlxation ls by no meansan unusual falling in
suspense fiction - the James.Bonds
have always outnumbered the Alec
Leamases - but it is particularly
annoying here because The Dirry
Scenario is othenviie an intelligently
conceived and capably executed thrlller, tightly plotted, economically writ-

.
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and certainly one of the more im;sive Canadian efforts in the gcti.
ok for even bet&r things from John.
Ilem.
Inadequate character development is
so a feature of The Quislings.
although here it is but one of seXem. ,
glaring deficiencies that render the
book practically unreadable. Bishop
and McIntyre have evidently decided to
emulate Richard Rohmer’s Ultim@m
by writing prose of nearsabsolute
woodenness about people with a corresponding emotional life, who are
each made to “rep&e.nt” something in
an unbelievably simplistic and stereotypical (excitable Fmnch-Canadians,
rugged Western&s. etc.) manner. They D
also take great &light in haranguing
one another with pompous ideological
rhetoric, which is understandable because every now and again one of them
reverses the beliefs of a lifetime at the
drop of a diatribe.
I could go on in this vein, but I think
it mom important to point out that The
Quis/ings also contains a potentially insightful criticism of the Canadiaii
financial community. The thesis, insofar as I can abstract it from the morass
of the prose, is that this community has
restructured itself to accommodate
foreign control of the Canidian
economy, and has thereby seriously
diminished the opportunities for Canadian entrepreneurship, If Bishop and
McIntyre would turn their efforts to an
extended consideration of this subject,
they might well discover an aptitude for
nonfiction and spare us the amateurish
bumblhtgs o$ The Quislings. They ap
pear to have something to say, but we
won? be sum of that until they attempt
to say it in some other medium. 0
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cllamber plot
The Silent Booms, by Anne
Hibert, translated by Kathy Mezei,
Mttsson, 167 pages, $7.95 cloth.
By PHILIP LANTHIER

‘,

ANNE H~BERT’S writing in the 1940s
and ’50s appeared to emanate with
spectral intensity from appallingly
empty inner spaces. In her poem
“Manor Life,” she wrote of the “perverse enchantment” of ancestral rooms
in which the only possible activity was

& look at oneself in the mirror day and
night. Love in the Hibert universe was
an embrace of bones, a “long bitter
shiver.”
Such figures a$ Stkphanie in “The.
House on the Esplanade” (1942) and
Fran@s in “The Torrent” (1945) am
utterlv
-_ Isolated. the first a small. futile
body as “dj as a pressed tit’ in a
house of sealed rooms, the second a
tormented victim of his mother’s monstrous Jansenist guilt.
In The Si%?nt Rooms. first published
in 1958 as Les Chambres de bois and
now admirably translated by Kathy Me
zei, Anne H6bert further explores the
vacant regions of human experience.
The story tells of Cathedne, a young
girl from a blacqned mining village
who marries MicheI,.a strange, effete
seigneur. He takes her .off to paris
where she is expected to ripen,iFto the
languid and pale infanta appropnate.~o
his own stultified existence.
In the wood-panelled rooms of their
apartment, they do absolutely nothing.
It is weeks before Michel musters
enough interest to make love to his
bride. W,hen his sister Lis appears, the
tw0 of thorn cmate an e&lusive indoor
weather, “motionless and mtrospec-.
tive.” They drink, smoke, paint, mad
and play music in their “baroque camping ground” around the fire: Catherine
feeds them bland helpings of boiled tish
and rice.
Then Lia announces that Ihe family
manor has been lost, and Catherine,.
falling ill, dream3 of fresh snow. Lia. a
“desiccated .raved,” regards her with
icy disdain while Michel marvels
ghoulishly’at her deathly beauty. He
caresses herface insnticipationofmaking her death mask.
But Catherine has enough native grit
to resist their sterile vacancy. Sent to
the south, she is regenerated by the sun,
and by the devotion -unconsummated
-ofayoungmannamedBrtmo. When
she returns to Paris, she finds Micbel
and Lia.stilI encamped before the fire,
encircled by cigarette butts, and sinking into a mood of perverse spirituality.
“One day,” says,Michel of Lia, “I
think she’ll become as pure agairras her
bones.” Catherine, however, dmssed
in smart gloves and new travelling coat,
departs for the real world.
_
This oblique. intense bo6k really beicmgs to the world of the lyrics tiith
which it shares a body of compelling
imagery. Some readers are likely to
find its action insufficiently supported
by incident and motive. Thus Catherine’s renewal at the end seems either
magical or a very ordinary case of sim-
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shine; but we can’t quite tell which.
The ancestral manor remains onlv a

to know-more. kut Anne I%be$s
real subject is a state of being which
is hardening itself wilfully info immobility. m book will imprison you
with its stmnge, menacing beauty. 0 ‘..

Three yearlings
f rem Alberta
Bird al the Window, by JanTruss,
Macmillan, 178 pages, $7.95 cloth.
Lonasome Hero, by Fred Stenaott,
Macmillan, lS2 pages, 57.95 cloth.
Breakaway, by Cecelia Frey,
Macmlllan~ lS3 uattes, $7.95 clotlx
c

By KRATH FRASER

THE THREE winners of this
year’s competition for Albertan novelists just announced, the three winners
_ of last year’s competition have just
been published. Evidentlythecontet is
to be an annual one, and while we may
question thecapacity of a small province to produce prize-winning novels
on schedule, the aim (not to met$on
co-ordinatiod) of the competition can
only be admired. There is nothing the
matter with patronage, and if a wealthy
provincial government wishes to encourage new novelists, few will mind
the publication of three mediocre .
novels as one sign of Alberta’s increasing literary awareness.
Perhaps the weakest finalist is the
winner. Bird at the Window tells the
storyofapmttyhigh-schoolsenior who
refuses to tell anyone, qept en English teacher who isn’t much comfort,
that she’s pregnant. Angela tmvels to
, Englandi where she avoids both a
salacious baker and her ctanky grandparents, giving birth at last to a dead
child. When she returns IO mm1 Alberta
’
s& agrees to many dull Gordon Kopec
(the unwitting falher) but. in a spurt of
*
affirmation, rejects marriage to become ’
a writer instead. Thii decision follows
the death of her father (yes, cancer of
the stomach) and her mother’s rather
selfish decision to pursue her own
career as an artist of dubious merit.
.
Here the novel would appear to come
full-circle, with the heroine penning the
closingchapterofherown story.
Jan Truss is not, I feel, a gifted writer, and the succerls she currently en19
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joys seems inseparable from her sheer
determination to write a novel on a
theme we should care about. Yet there
is little in her technique as a novelist to
make us care, no spark of genius about
to ignie. The symbolism is awkward,
her imny is frequently unintentional,
In the Belly of the Whale, by Doi
and the prose often trite and embarBailey, Oberon Preu, 146 pages,
rassing.
$6.95 cloth and $3.50 paper.
Of the two runners-up, Fred Stenson
seems to possess more potential as a
By G.D. KILLAM
novelist than Cqelia Fpy. AdmitDON
KEY’S first novel is about, as
tedly, Stenson’s Lonesome Hero is derivative and anecdotal’instead of sehis m says, “. . . a need to die. To
quential. Yet It has two qualities that
get things over with. I was tired of
waiting for whatever it was that was
Bird czt the Window and Frex’s
BreakaMIy don’t: irony and detachgoing to happen. I was scared.”
ment. Once again the. protagonist is
In 145 quite tightly written pages,
young, in conflict with his parents, and
Joe Cross, just out of prison where he
bound for England. Tyrone Lock,
has spent four years for robbing a bank,
hdwever, wishes to stay at home.
reconstructs his life, museson hisprcsCompelled by a promise to his girl
em and speculates on his prospects for
friend, he arrives in Europe whe,re his
the future. Past and present are juxpicaresque journey as an anti-Jtem ends
taposed in Joe’s mind as he relives and
in his being robbed by thugs and de
considers what his life has meant to
seti by his girl. For the most part the
him.3oe begins life, so faras be knows,
narrative takes place in the rural comasJoe Fair, thesonofaprinter, and heis
munity where Lock grows up. Here the
Joe Fair until in hisearly teens beenters
key scenes thatestablishTymne’s step- ’ hospital with a serious illness. Then his
ticism and acumen occur between himmother reveals that he is a foster-child
self and either his farming father or the
and because of the tenuous state of his
middle-class parents of his girl friend
health-he has a faulty heart- he was
Athena. The author of Lonesome Hero
not allowed to be adopted formally and
is young, and will be heard from again.
legally, tbtis his teal name, Cross, must
Where less insightful writers angle for
be now used. (The ambiguous posthe phrase, he goes unerringly for the
sibilities of meanings in the names are
word. His style is both fresh and . apparent.) He leaws home, spends a
laconic.
term in a reformatory for delinquents,
My first maction to Cecelia Frey’s
drit?s into marriage and fatherhood,
fiction was one of incredulity. The
and becomes a skilled camera techniopening pages of Breakawrry are ascian and repair man. Equally casually,
tonishinily pmlix and pretentious.
he drifts into robbing a bank with a
Lateron the author’s eye for the domesfriend who needs money. Life is purtic ambience of a homestead in northern
poseless, life is dull, life is frightening.
Alberta during the late 1930s does help
Prison is not bad and Jpe is a mor!el
to persuade one that here is a writer
prisoner. He gets on well with !he
genuinely engrossed in her cmft. Alas,
prison chaplain-psychologist. who
at the same time, there &mains a lingerhelps him to understand himself

d new
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hr

ing sense of a writer determined to
prove she can write - if only by the
plethora of detail she supplies. To be
sum, the task of seeing family life
through the eyes of a growing child
must have been a formidable one, and
appFciation for attempting to solve an
artistic pmblem of this difficulty deserves mention. All the same, the marriage hem of charactefand author does
not strike me ai altogether happy. Point
of view seems rather ambivalent; what
Lia will sometimes take ic as a child
appears closer to what the author herself lets out in retrospect. What results

isn’t enough of that irony we might
reasonably expect in the chasm between two “odds. 0
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thrdugh interpreting his dreamsla fault
in the novel is that the theme is not
developed) and assists him in winning
an early parole. Back with his wife
Bemiece (six years older than him) and
children, he girds his loins through a
weekend of drinking to face the wprld
again. He visits his old employers who
say they may employ him, and his
parole officer who says be will assist
him. He epdurcs the visit of a patmnixing social worker who fears and hates
and fails to understand him. He escapes
briefly to an island in a lake near
Moosonee in the north country and this
is where we leave him. 4
The author gives usJoe as a modern
man in modem society, drifting and
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(but not too hard) for a meanJoe’s faulty heart, his bastard
&hi inability to connect and to feel
y emotion powertully or with conm make him a familiar figure in the
lodern urban landscape. Toronto, deft.y established as the setting, is a heartless city. What one finds here is cruelty
The Fatal Woman: Three Tales by
and indifference. When Joe’s daughtef
John Glassco, The lion& of Anansi,
tells him the story of Jonah and the
240 pages, $8.50 cloth and 83.95
whale in her own words. she concludes:
paper.
“And he lived inside the whale’s
stomach along time until finally he did
By JOAN HARC!GURT
what God wanted him tn do.” One
lives and will continue to live in the
belly of the whale because there is no
JOHN GLA.sXo H*S been clearing out
god to command and to appease in his drawers. The stories in The Fatal
order to achieve release.
Worm wen written over a period of
The publisher’s blurb says that’ the
3Oyears, themostm&nt in 1964. Inhis
prison - it was Kingston - where Joe
preface Glassco displays an easy familhas spent the past four years, is the
iarity with Greek tragedy, the French
belly of the whale. But this is not so: the
decadents, Axel’s COSI&. While modbelly of the whale is the outside, the
estly disclaiming any gnat merit in the
so-to-say normal world. Prison may be
three novellas snuggled here together,
restraining but it is predictable and full
the implication is that they slide nicely
of certitude. Outside of the prison is the into a mitiixslot somewhere below the
uncertainty and the terror that causes
giants, but well within an acceptable
Joe to say what he is quote$ as saying at
litenuy tradition. And on thEse (the
the opening of this review.
author’s) terms, most reviewers have,
There is good writing hem, a strong
dealt with the book. My own response
feeling for a telling metaphor and a nice
was one of exasperation and ennui sense of locale. The author is most conand I mean ennui, since the stories all
cerned with the mind of his character,
ieekoffindesiiclc sentiment. They am
with what makes hiin tick and keep on
still lifes, still-born. and’no blowing
ticking in the face of a grey, indifferent
away of the dust can activate the dreary
world. So we know Joe pretty well at
characters into anything resembling vithe end of the novel; and what he has
tality.
gone through, ordinary as it is, is familMr. Glassco must be admired forlayiar IO most of us. Bailey tells hi story
ing his &sessive fantasies on the line.
well and doesn’t bore us. Than is Some
But’what mundane fantasies they are social criticism on the way in which the
the fatal woman is a cruel, cold Amaparole officer and the social-welfare
zon, victimizing the sensitive and helpworker treat Joe; one feels’their indifless male who is no match for her will,
ference comes about as much because
her wit, or even her physical strength.
this is Ihe way that human relations ‘One thinks of Edwardian schoolboys at
have evolved as it does because Joe is
the mercy of, and finally warped by,
a* ex-con.
brigades of strict nannies and house
The .&or has done time and is an
matrons. A tind subject to which
ex-con as is his hero. Doubtless, thenGlassco brings no new revelations. The
fore. more than the u&al amount of
stories are not erotic. funny, or even
autobiography is transmuted into the
pornographic. I can’t think why, after
stuff of fiction in this,lirst novel. (There
all this time, he d&i&d to pub&h
has been an earlier volume of short
them.
stories.) In light of fbii. and good as
In the first story, “The Black HelthiS first novel is. the real test may come
met” (1936~44), a self-confessed
with the second novel. 0
auto-erotic returns to his crumbling
family h&e where be broods about t&e
governess who. years ago, had unaccountably deserted him. A mysterious,
sadistic older woinari seduces him (he
is taken with the sevem black bathing
cap she sports, eveu when otherwise
naked), and the images of the lost governess and present tormentnss fuse in
hib’mind. This, we are inform&. is a
m-working of the Endymion myth.

Through d
Glassco darkly
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An extraordbmy surrealitic

vision of

the death of cutturer, a snreh for
meaning through history and r . ‘on.
Outside the mainstream of Cana
%%I
Gction, Butler’s third novel is also a
rtartlin departure from his earlier

work. #I.w.lonate and profound. wild
and witty. - nothing like it has been
written before in Canada.
68.95 casebound
Peter Martin Associates Limited

Saturday N&ht Magazine’s movie critic
interpretr Canadian, American and in-

ternational films in the li ht of the
mple who made them, zlc history
& hind tbem,,and the culture from
which tbey grew and which they porhay

$10.00 casebound

Peter Martin

Associates Limited
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brilliant Memoirs of kn~par~ss~,
The plot of “The Fulfilled Destiny of
should have sought to preserve The
Electra” ( 1934-46) may be as old as the
Fatal ~vP,nan alongside his other writGreeks, but its slaleness is peculiarly
ings. For all the scholarly and selfVictorian. Mother decides daughter
deprecating justification in the preface,
should be initiated by her own lover.
He. unable to consummate the act,. I would be happier had he left his
“three faded tributes,” his “three
dies. leaving the two women enough
dried-up little sticks of incense.”
money to travel about the world. free to
pushed well to the back of the bureau
cut up men to their hearts’ content.
drawer. 0
“Lust in Action” (,19&l) takes us
into the future ‘- a “delicious” world
ruled by women. Men have been genetically phased out, but a few manage to
/$ddeleines
be born by mistake. These are castrated
I
:
at the age of 20. and if they cause any
tmubie before that time they are put in
well-guarded institutions. In one such
. , .oF
prison two teenagers try to break out.
Their chief weapons are pieces of paper
The Sisters, by Elizabeth Brewswith obscene words written on them,
ter, Oberon Press,.175 pages, $6.95
and the threat of exp&ing themselves
cloth and $3.50 paper.
to their wardens. Their escape is
The Skating Party, by Mems
thwsxted by a beautiful lesbian detecSummers, Oberon Press, 124 pages,
tive, and all ends well for the ma&r$5.95 floth and $2.95 paper.
thy. Other reviewers have found this
story anything from outrageously
funny to mildlynmusing. Ididn’t laugh
By KENNETH GIBSON
once.
It’s more than disappointing - it’s
demeaning-that John Glassco, a poet. TtiE PAsr 1s opaque: a nice place to
ofconsiderable talent, and author of the
visit, but not to live in; the snapshots of

Muskoka

memory will have to do. But m.
writers keep poking away at their rer
lections to find out the significaner
thme names that echo in their inw
nation like a ritual summoning.
mere catalogoe will do, and yet moo
of what we readis just that: Thjs Lal.
and That River, and of course, Our OIL
Cottage. It ‘might even be fun to assemble a collection of Vacation Poehy or, in a more local way, Muskoka
~~o~~~*$t~E~~~
Brews&r and Mema Summers manage
unforced summoning of, cespectively, Moss Lake, New B,mnswick,
and small-town Alberta. Each is
pamcbiial in the best sense, linking an
acute sense of place to its attached
memories and dreams. Sinceeach book
is an interlocking series of accounts,
they match curiously: The Skating
Party might be a fragmentary novel,
while TheSisters would admit of excerption in sever@ chapter&ne’s own
prejudice for the ;iovel as novel may tip
the balance towards The Sisters. but
Ms. Summers has a clarity that &nost
amounts to m&e, especially in the
title story. “The Bachelors.” and

theii

.

hardcover $5.95
- The Black Donnel~p was first produced in Toronto where it received extraordinary critical and public
acclaim. Writing in the Globe and Mail, Ross Woodman said, “It is not only ‘the best Canadian play yet
written, it is kmong the best poetic dramas ever written. . . . Reaney has dand all and won hands up.”

Press Porcepic is distributed by General Publishing, 30 Lesmill Rd., Don Mills. Ontario
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1970, is also the author of Win&o and
Elik and Other Stories of tks Mackenzie Eskimas. His new collection, which

porn Indian

he describes as “based.on personal experiences with Indians in various parts
of Canada and not meant 10 be a scholady bqok.” contains a winning combination of humour, frankness, poignancy and insight, simply and appmpriately presented. In short, it has the
makings of a genuine classic.,
There am 13 tales in all, each told by
one or another of a gmup of Indians
who gather to build a sweat lobge or
smokehouse, spend a few hours in
ceremony and story-telling, then diaperse intd the harsh reality of their.daily
lives. They rahge from old men who
recall legends of the past 10 young men
who describe some of the effects of encmaching white civilllon. Elach of
the stories is self-contained, yet taken
as a whole they suggest the history of
Indian culture in microcosm. Appmpriat ly, then, the mood of rhe book alkmefmm sly hilariry and easy calm 10 a
sort of resigned cynicism as the stories
KrogresJ.
One story in pmticular marks the

Jillow gong.” More, please: one
:sn’t want b be prema& in sugsling that rhe short story is in full _
alth, although the honounble excepm of the yearly snrhologies is noted.
he trouble is. Ms. Summers will
xobably be .encouraged to write a
Tales from the Smokehouse,
“real” novel; almost everyone else is.
edited
by Herbert T. Schwas, illusThe Sisters is admirable in its
strength and restraint. The young trated by Daphne Odjlg, Hurtig, 102
pages, &X.95 cloth.
women are Vickie. Lottie and Jane, the
last of whom tells most of the story.

Moss Lake is the “green spot” in
Jane’s imagination, and it becomes in-

c~asingly centfipetal as an image for
her and the reader as the novel moves
deftly along through. the 1930s and
‘405, with an occasional shunt into Victorian-Edwardian times. The two wodd
wars act as a parenthesis for the “armtive; and the ungainly, painful passage
from childhood to adult life is examined without self-pity or biRomess.
In a way, ir is like those family bibles
(in one of which Jane records her sister
Vi&e’s marriage) that tell us more, in
brief. than either gossip ok letters can.
Perhaps the best homecomings, after
all, am to other people’s places. And
for that we must tmst’rhe tale and the
teller who is 81 home theie. 0

‘By PAT BARCLAY
COLIXFTION OF erotic I n d i a n
legends, edited by someone named
Herbert T. Schwarz? Merciful
heavens, what next? I had seen some of
Daphrie Or&is work. however, so her
powerful and startling cover illusrration
- of two nudes rampant on a field of
animal bides - quickly dispel@ my
wild, first notion rhar Talesfrorn rhe
Smokehouse had sprung full-blowd
from rhe wicked imagination of Mordecal Richler.
On the contrary. The book is the real
thing: a labour of love and inCeg&y.
Dr. Schwarz, who came to Canada in
1950,servedasadoctorontheDewline
in 19.69 and-settled in Tuktoyaktuk in
A

Wan&ion. Titled “The Magic Gun,” it
is the account of a lovesnuck brave,

SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR by Norma Charles

When Gorky starts showing off his new shoes, Allie is delermined not to be
outdone. The easy-to-read repe!iGon and delightful, full-colour illustrations
make this story of hiendshlp very appealing to young readers. Reading fawf:
gnde 2
MINI-BIKE HERO by Claire Ma&v

Sieve dares not tell his father that he has bought a mini-bike. Only when he
has proved his courage_and maturity in a desperate race to save a village can
his secret be known. A gripplng junior novel ret in Saskatchewan. Reading
level: 77 10 74
MYSTERY AT STAR LAKE by Margaret Coff Clark
When leff goes u) the Algonquin wilderness to help his brother build an addii
to the family cottage, he finds s frightening mystery wlting for him.
Someone is trying 10 force them to leave-and two cases of missing dynamite
prc~ that thdr liis are in danger! Reading level: g&es 5 to 7
SEASON OF R’URNT GRASS by William dentyn
A new Canadian author, inspired by his personal experiences in emerging
Afriu,sensitively portrays an intriguing romance against a backdmp of revolution and racial discontent in a small Ahican low. Reading levet: grades 8 to 12

Durable, coztarline paperbacks provide the best and leart expensive reading for children
and young people. Ask for Starline paperbacks at your local book store.
Retailers: For a catalogue listing more than 600 titl?s incltihing 175 new releases, write to Scholastic
Publications, Richmond Hill, Ontario.
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Dancing Light, who journeys to the
white mar& trading post in search of a

“magic gun.” (He has lost his wife in
payment of a gambling debt and only
the magic gun will win her back.) The
innocent hem survives a series of advenlures in white-man’s land, including a stmng dose of lirewateraod a wild
coupling with the wife of Scarface, an
onsavomy. corrupt Indian from an encampment near the trading post. He
returns to the safety of home triumphant, gun in hand, and secures his
wife. “He was content at Iast. He
would never trade her-not even for a

barrelfid of magic guns,” says the
storyteller. Then he adds the punch

recourse is to find beauty in pain, andso
the tit group of poCms does.
Then come “Songs of the T&s‘fortned.” They generally express the
horror of being in a body, of the soul
swallowed whole, and they pmpare for
the explicitly mythic poems about
Circe. who changed her gentlemen
callers into beasts.
As. earth mother, Circe 1ets.a man
transform himself into a pig by rooting
in the mud. As virgin, she attempts to
achieve her liberation by transforming
him with her talismanic fist, but he is
armoured against it. It is as fortu’neteller that Cl is most dangerous:

line. “Deep inside her, he planted the
seeds of Scarface’s wife’s disease.”
Other stories continue this depiction
of the ruinous effect of white practices
and influence on Indian lives. Some,
like “Big Horn Gives Birth to a Calf,”
arc both shrewd and funny: Gradually,
however. ribaldly gives way to deeper
sensibilities. An author’s note at the
back of the book reveals that several of
lhem arc “personal narratives” told directly to Schwti himself.
He has rendered them with ao unassuming dignity and respect. The result
is a collection of erode rales that do far
more than emertain. Odjig’s Picassolike illustrations. replete with curving
forms and earth-toned colouring, pmvide a fitting accompaniment. Altogether an unexpectedly subtle and
moving reading experience. 0

Seize

me

Ry MARSHALL-MATSON
IHE FIRST PCJEN in Margaret Atwood’s new book compares the loss
of love to a newsreel execution by firing
squad and thus recalls the cinematic
violence ofPower Politks (197 1). But
her new collection of poems proceeds
to be different. The language becomes
more direct, and love is finally n+
gained, not as part of a cycle, but in
freedom from mythic as well as
cinematic repetition.
The happiness of the title poem is
concentration, being so cold you can
think of nothing else: “You are
happy.” When love is lost the only
24

Garnet am-

other glowr

The Last Adventurn, by EldonGarnet, Obemn Press’, 64 9ages,
$4.95 cloth and $2.50 paper.
Im@ulse), Volume 3, Numbers 3
and 4, edited by Eldon Garnet, 188
pages, $1.25 wrappers.
love: 8 book of mmembr_~ces, by

bp Niehol, Talonbooks, unpsgiDated, updeed,
Dream Cmtcrs, by Joe Rosenblatt, &.ssPo&@c, 86 pages, $4.95
PaPer.

This is the last of the old hatchet jobs,
for not only is Circe I& behind in Ulysses’ story, but the myth itself cannot be
likea; it isfatallyrepetltive, forecasting
a f&ore no different from the past.
And so the last group of poems
affirms the present, the only time for
love: “There is only one of everything.” Hem the body is pr&xl, and
angory blesses rather tbaq foretells.
Metaphor replaces myth: the heart is
,given without being torn from the’
body, and the ancient violence of &al
isdisowired.
Of course. features of Margaret
Atwood’s earlier work recur. The
climactic image of present love - a
man dancing in the kitchen - was
glimpsed before in The Circle Gmttc
(1966). What is new is a mom human
expression of sexual conlliit, dramatic
the day
rather than cinematic. and a varying of
sharp aphorism and slow meditation
with occasional prose poems and with
the notebook-like immediacy of “Four
You Are Happy, by Margaret At-. Evasions” wood, Oxford University Press, 96
wl,i7we,”
pages, $3.25 paper.
whenyoucamemwwd~r tiydid I.

and the

..’

with the rhythm of lingering love
in the Keatsian “Late August”:
-or

Finally, even the clicM that love is
giving oneself is revived by artful preparation, but that is too long to quote.
You read the book. 0

Mediiine. y Mouth’s On Fire, by
bill bieeett, gbemn Presb, 72 pages,
$5.95 cloth &nd $2.95 oaoer.
Chaim the Slaughterer, by Joseph ’
Sherman, Obemn Press, 80 pages,
$5.95 cloth and $2.95 paper.
By GARY MICHAEL DAULF
mziww ME t.m five new poetry collections and a new anthology. ‘Fcmtermez _
respace:. . . I1 yfiit chard.”
Eldon Garnet’s The Lmt Adventure
is a long poem in, four sections (it is
mismkenly referred to as “poems” by
Oberon). Despite irs unhappy title, so
oddly evocative of bad Hollywood ac- ”
tlbn films (an imnic reading isn’t going
to be of any help either), the poem,
written in 1971-2 but not published
until now. is a muscular and frequently
successful attempt to-coostroct a follbloom mainline Canadian epic poem. It
is disarmingly uoemljarrassed in tone
about its asymptotic approach to the
heavy machinery of establishkd archetypal themes and shapes.
The poem is, not surprisingly, based
on the search for Physical survival in
the wilderness and for serf-knowledge.
The quality of the work vti.+s, of
course; there are some rough moments
early on. Cars on highways are referred
to as “. . . belchlng&asts head to
ass like a steady/stream of ants trailing
on/in one straight unbroken line.” Bui
such noddings war away as the poem
grows. One of the poem’s great satisfactions, in fact, is the accelerating intensity and increasing delicacy of the
language as the structure leads from the
ekternal mechanical movement of the ,
driving through the snowbound forest
in a car in the first section (The Line
. Leads) to the loss, hunger, stqtic whiteness, and the reduction of physical possibility of the t&d section (The Circle
.
.

___

.rmed) to a releasing of the physical
,dy to the lightness of pure mind and
e-apocalyptic wisdom in the poem’s
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times put up with that in order to get a
few lines later:

st section, Spiraltrope (one is reContemporary master and sonl’etimes
duded of Nabokov’s definition in
victim of the wnceit, Rosenblatt juxts
ipecrk, Memory o f t h e spiral as *
poses. his way through the world,
“spiritualized circle”): “Zeno I am/
animating matter, ferreting out sentiyour arrow never arrivingIsound trying . ence wherever it appears to lurk. There

to move in a vawem.”
are not a great many perfect Rosenblatt
Garnet is also the editor of Impoems; in this collection, I think that
(pulse), Volume 3, Numbers 3 and 4.
“Degas, ” “It Slides into a Number
This anthology is one of the great
8,” and “The Ma&ill Baboon” fall
periodical bargains of the year. For
into that category. Usually you have to
$1.25 you get 183 pages ofpoetry wltake.& gaffs to experience the energy.
led from the aork of 13 of our best
Anyhow, a Rosenblatt misfire is often
poets, Rosenblatt, Coleman, Nichol,
worth mom than the’measured succesbissett. Marlatt and the like. You also
ses of lesser poets.
get helpful. eager. and oRen invigoratbill bissett’s Medicine My Mouth’s
ing commentsty (even if a little jejune
On Firs is mom of bissett’s bardic,
energetic, rather old-fashioned hectic
occasionally) fmm editor Garnet scatlyricism pummelled. by his idiosyntered unobtrusively throughout the text
in reduced type so that it bridges ,(and
cratic spellings aid formats into something approaching a genuine revivicomments on) a poet’s developments in
fication of sound and of language.
style or scope as he progresses from
The volume includes a recording
rvork to work. Altogether, I should
think this is ns successful an anthology -of bissett chanting his works, it is
as I have seen for some time and pmbstrange, exbilamting. and other. bissett
the acoustic poet goes “bourn” in the
ably a model of how the thing ought to
Marabar cave of your mind.
be done (it is amusing to read Bernice
Lever’s nettled slapping of Garnet’s
Joseph’ Sherman’s C&zim the
the Chinese Exhibition, gaze with mwrist in Alive #40 for, among other
Slaughterer is stolid, sowmus without
newed interest at ROM’s own treasures
things, allegedly using some of his
content. Sherman has a sensitive ear
will find the latter half of this book
M.A. thesisas possiblesource material
but he w&s his homely meanings and
interesting backgmund reading.
- for his critical commentary in
~,i;o;~timentalitles on his sleeve.
RICHARD LANDON
Im(pulse). Puritanism is the flip side of
. as Sherman says in “The
i
Marxism, just as sentimentality is the
Reading, ” *‘a bad poem makes noises
obverseoffascism.
.
like a flat tire.” 0
FATHER~MOSES Michael Coady, The
bp Nichol’s love: II book of rememMan From Margaret? (McClelland &
brances is B mistake. The first drawhigs
Stewart, $3.95). was one of three leadin the book (“ghosts”) are all right but
ers of the Antlgonish Movement that
the next set c’fmmes”) are useless as
flourished in e&ern Nova Swtia in the
language-ideas and execrable as dmw1930s. A genuine. grassroots, socialings. bp Nichol is an important poet,
BIHW WHITE’S monument, on this
action movement that ran on sm&
but he has a tin eye (it is curious how
esrth at least, is the gallery of the Royal
amounts of money, and large ampunu
many poets do - one thinks of Ju(lith
Ontario Museum that h&es the tressof dedication by local-leaders, the AnCopithorne or bill bissett at his worst urns of ancient China collected by him
tigonish Movement is world-famous as
Rosenblatt is a happy exception to this
for the museum between 1924 and
an example of a pmgmm that helped
unhappy condition). The Nichol “sl1934.‘The singlbminded devotion and
“the little people,” as Coady used to
legories” are. one sufiposes, a misunstrength of purpose that carried him
call them, to help themselves in social
derstood spin-off from Claes
thmugh the physical difficulties of his
and economic action. This book of
Oldenberg’s “City as Alphabet” of a
mission
field
and
resolved
for
him
the
Coady’s writings and speeches orlgifew years ago. With a little touch of theological inconsistencies between
nally appeared in hardcover in 1971.
softened-up Herb Lubalin mixed in
Dr. Alex Laidlaw. who worked with
Anglicanism
and
Confucianism,
when
somewhem. The “love poems” are old
brought
to
bear
on the aesthetii probCoady,
has put Cwd)‘swords together
stuff from ‘7 1, slight and not worth
with love and care. He has also inlems of collecting ancient works of art,
reprinting.
produced remarkable results. It was
cluded a biography of this “Modern
J o e Rosenblatt’s Drcbrn Crater.r,
frequently said of him’that he was
Moses,” and provided material that
edited by John Newlove. is essentially
“God’s.white-haired boy” and cersets the writ&s in their historical, SD
Rosenblat& gnatest hits. It is a welcial and economic context. The Antainly his career, as detailed by Letiis
wme volume for anyone who is’s
tigonish Movement, and the work of
Walmsley in Bishop in Honan: MScommitted (perhaps irrationally so)
Coady. despite their fame outside this
sion and Museum in the L# of William
Rosenblatt fan. Certainly he makes
country, remain virtually unknown in
C. White (U of T Press, 230 pages,
Canada. This book provides an excelmistakes. There are the top-heavy
$10.00) indicates that he found himself
metaphors (“life is a postage
in the right places at the right times. lent introduction to them.
. IIM LOT2
stamp/without a letter”) but you someThe many people who will now, after
25

must be more Maritimers in Toronto than in all of Prince
Edward Island. Police, welfare work.em and educators haven’t failed to let us
know the problems some of us Maritimers create. Now, in The UrbanizeBY NOW THSRR

tion of Sophia Firth (Peter Martin AS
sociates, %8.95), readers with a pen-

by Loren Jay Lind
One consequence of Lind’s book
will sureiy be that no meteacher, parent, or editorlrl WI%
ter-will ever again be abk to
rpeab out of sheer unexamined
m&dice on what thev take .to
to. Lind has seen to it that 611
those sections of the community
invoked in the educational process that have ,hithsrta beev
sealed off jkm each other can
rwtu see what the other is doing.
Lind ha produced (L reportotil
biumpk_rolidinfornWioion u&h
can kad to chrmge.

Paper 54.75

-Globe & Mail
Cloth 88.50

chant for unadorned social realism get a
, chance to see how these problems take
slope within one transplanted family.
Sophii Rrth’s kids arc always dropping
in and out of schools and jobs and even
their own home; at various times they
lie and steal and get busted; family
fights are more predictable than mealtimes, with Sophia and her husband
setting the hectic physical and verbal
pace. And yet, incredibly. the family
relationship is seen as a close and valuable one, and the already overcrowded
&th household has mom and security
enough for a steady stream of “down:
homers’: and losers of one sort or
another. Sophia’s book doesn’tprovide
any answers to-the problems of families.
like hers but at least it suggests that
things szn’t always as bleak & they
look to the outsider.
RUTHRROUWER
THE PLOT OF Refections 011 a Mountain Summer (McClelland & Stewart,

LIFELINE
A Newsletter
Designed as a
Meeting Place for

$7.95) concerns Jay Rutherford, now
approaching 65 and a wealthy Detmiter, who has decided to record his reminiscences of the summer spent in the
Alberta Rockies when he was 14. Author Joanna Glass tells her story with
skill and intelligence, interspersing
Jay’s recollections with contemporary
Detroit, as she generalizes on the theme
ofloss ofinnocence. Although theconfrontation of emotionally starved
wealth and sophistication with culturally starved poverty and emotional
richness is the stuff of soap opera, the
novel is witty, intelliint and. above
all, highly engaging.

Writers, Illustrators
and Publishers.

Sample copy $1.00

LIFELINE ,
% HIGHWAY BOOKSHOP
COBALT, ONTARIO
POJ 1CO

FROM COVER TO cover-in terms of
‘design, format, illustrations, and text
- Forgotten Music (McGraw Hill
Ryeraon, $7.95) by retired Toronto
publisher C. 1. Eustace, is a novelistic
celebration of sentimeptality. If the
story - less skilfully told, it would
he worthy of the rank, purest schmaltz;
since it is related intelligently andsensitively, it becomes something else-a
quiet, appropriately dignified mcollection of half a century of bourgedis respectability exhibited with some of its
vices and, one suspects, all of its virtues. The hinge on which thebook turns
is the enduring relationship of Charles

_ - -_ __._~____

and Heloise Cardwell, whose lives I
traced (fmm’ their genteel romance,
the 1920s to her death in the 197
against a backdrop that too fns~en.
reads like a potted pop cultural histo.
of the 20th century. More succe.&dr
pomyed are the personal relationship
. between family and friends in which
the author shows a rare (and useful)
talent for making the commonplace appear, if not profound, at least occasionally meaningful. The book’s strength is
in its forceful simplicity.
I(ooER HAU
Ttfa t=aoDUcr 0F a small press in St.
John’s, Nfld., (Belvoi Books, P.O.
Box 5515). Cheticol Eric by Gildas
Roberts is a send-up of academe, and
the quasi-humorous tale of Eric Lemux
on his rocky road to fame and fortune.
Essentially the book is a 1970s version
of Kingsley Amis’ hugely successful
I!,UC@ Jim. which pmbably accounts
forits all too familiarring. The pressure
is on for L.eRoux to complete his Ph.D.
‘and, aided by encumous quantities of
ego-expanding pills, he does, by cribbing fmm an obscure South African
disstition: The thesis is a mounding
success, examined by Notie Prye himself and eventually submitted to
MeGush-King’s F’ress; there are many
of these obviously cute references to
real people end places. Now a powerhouse in the factdty, LeRoux receives
an ahsmdly large sum of money to hold
a seminar he entitles “Book Alive
Canada.” The end comes with a
climactic conflagration that destroys
. the university and, gratifyingly, puts an
&d to the various luminaries who have
been invited to speak and otherwise
petform.‘Not a had book, for a dentist’s
office or for reading on one’s way to
work.
sM
~oxtxo~ IS THE line at whichemthand
sky appear to meet. This union comes
too often in the 203 illustrations in
black-and-white and colour in The
Mountains and the Slq by Lome E.
Render(M&S West, %27.50).Thetext
of this book also suffer6 from attempting too much, an exercise in overachievement. The text reads Rke a
primer for the beginning student, itteluding tedious fundamental analysis
of background and fomgmund shading
(which Render occasionally and unbelievably confuses). The important
Glenbow collection is poorly served , .
and nothing new at all is offemd in the
biographies of the attists who are pmsented. The standard of mproduction is

__: ~_-.;. .

_L__i____

), predictably, a mixture of a few
.ellent with many poorquality offer,s, and tbe drawings themselves m
elled inaccurately throughout as to
me. People who buy this volume will
J so merely to have a printed record of
wn of an important collection. At the
price, it is barely worth it.
KAREN N”L.HAI.L.EN
IN A PIECE

on Peter (&x&i’s Book

‘i.:_L._‘_:~_L__:

companion volume’, Our Nature -Our
Voices I by Clara Thomas. Davey’s
brief introductions to each of the 60
writers inch&d are frequently percep
tive and incisive. The bibliographies
and lists of reviews and criticism are
useful, though often incomplete. I’ve
now had two different copies of the
book, and both have had pages out of
order- different pages each lime.
Mw
\
Pinsent’s
M U L T I - F A C E T E D Gordoit

Country in the Morning a
couple of months ago, our reviewer
suggested that the Andrew Allan ex- second novel. John & The Missus
cerptsin that book mvcalcd he couldn’t (McGrav+Hill Ryerson, $7.93,
write. That’s use if one judges only by shores up the reputation gained fmm
his This Country in the Morning his first book, The Rowdyman. Hii
essays, some of which atz also incharacterization is much surer here and
cluded in Andrnv ARan: A SelfPortrait . his writing m&e perceptive, although ,
(Macmillan, $10.95). But theie is the story is inclined to drag in parts. .
much other matefial here that, despite The book relates symbolically 10 the
obsessive name-dropping and frequent decline of a coal-mining village in
rambling, often reveals a pleasant Newfoundland through the life and
style. My favourite essay tells the sto@
death of one of its residents, John
of a young woman fmm rural Alberta Mimm. Mum, in many ways the guidwhom he met on a train. At the lime, ing force of the village, is involved in a
Allan was thinking of giving up pro- mining accident that leaves him
ducing his famous radio-play sedes weakened, confused and intempte.
Stages, but it turned out that her life
His erratic behaviour towards his famhad been transformed by listening to ily and neigbbours gives Pinsent Ihe i
those plays. Allan decided to stick with vehicle to draw a sympathetic and full
it. “The girl,” he wmte, “had that portrait of community life.
look of freshness that can move a man,
SM
even when he is still young. It will
move him close to tears when he is
older.”
MW

About This

A ?.IUCH SOUGHT-ARER book. long out
of print, The Postage Stamps & Postal

History

of Conoda

(Quattcrman, $40)

by Wintbmp S. Boggs, now has been
ma& available by an American house,
and is distributed here by Charlton International Publishing. 299 Queen St.
W., Toronto). While this is not a book
for light reading, it is a valuable reference work and an important addition’to
the library of the advanced philatelisr.
As a text on the history of Canada’s
Postal Grganization, it brings us in one
volume the best of the original two that
won the Crawford Medal for philatelic
scholarship in 1947. Another publication fmm the same duo’is Con&m
Tokens and Medals (edited by A. D.
Hoch, $20). Hoch has provided, in an
eminently readable book, rep&us fmm
old issues of The Nuodsmot@t, an extensive value list, and generous illustrations.
FRANK DAVEY’S From There’to Here:
.4 Guide to English-Canadian Litero-.
tureSbxe 1960 (Press Por&pic, $4.95)

is a much more interesting book than its

.

.

.
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is the least stimulating and the Dutch
the most. And finally them’s my
favouritc.PtdpCoodcss (Box 8806,Station H, Vancouver). The latest issue
features Jolly Junkman in a wonderful

satire, Genrfoor Wreck.v (cf. Oedipus),
‘written and drawn by Leo Btudak.

IT NEVER CEMES to amaze me how
many seemingly aware people one
meets wh8 have never heard of the
Canadian Forum ($7.50perannum,46
The Esplanade, Toronto). For much of
its %-year life. the Forum has beea
the best serious monthly produced in
this country. (To explain the difference
between the Forum and other Canadian
monthlies, former Forum editor brbe

By~MORRIS WOLBE
COMIC books have been
slowly making a comeback in the last
year or so. Tbere’s’the badly drawn.
badly designed. but nonetheless politically effective work of Ihe Exploding
Myths Comic Collective in Toronto
(P.O. Box 6646, Station A. Toronto);
their first issue, titled More Than the
Price is Rigged, dealt with Canada’s
food industry. Their second issue is tided They Build Housing - Don’t
rhey?. There’s Koockout (P.O. Box
207 1, London, Ontario), five issues of
which have appeared; its badly drawli,
badly designed, and tias little to commend it other than its amateurish en:husiasm. There’s Orb (660% Bloor
Street West, #I, Toronto), the most
!clectic in content and style of the new
Canadian co&es. Jim Waley’s work
ends to be the bestpf this mixed bag.
rhcre’s rhe sloppily printed, but none
:he less sexually stimulating, Best of
!hs Underground Comics #2 (Cherabee Press, Box 909, Hamilton).
:or what it’s worth, the Canadian stuff
CANADIAN

_.
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Rotstei” likes to tell the story of having
lunch with Robert Fulford, editor of
Sarurday N i g h t . Fulford oflered a
Lowenbrau, whereupon Rotstein ordered a Iiighenbrow.) With its Oc-tober, 1974, issue, the Forum adopted
a nex and mom attractive format that
should give it greater popular appeal.
Especially worth looking for are the
magazine’s Fall and Spring Book Review Supplements.

PEIIHAPS t’ht being silly, but I find myself irritated by the preponderance of
Americans and transplanted Americans
in the first issue of a new literary halfyearly, The Ontario Review ($5.00 per
year, 6000 Riverside Drive East,
Windsor. Ontario). For example the
lead article in the first issue is a dmaty
interview of PhilipRoth by Joyce Carol
Oates. It’s true that the magazine is
subtitled “a North American Journal of
the Arts,” but that sort of continentalism is all too familiar. I’d feel better
about it if. the magazine were titled
Win&w USA orsomething like that.
LITTLE MUAGS seem to

be springing up in
universities and colleges everywhere.

28

To mention just three: From the Depttrtmeqt of English at Carleton UtdversitymOttawacomeslr NeedsToBe
&id . . . , a lively collection of reviews,

no&es and poems. FromlSt. Mary’s
University, Halifax, the tirst issue of
The Atlantic Provinces Book Review.

Not so long ago it was regarded as unthinkable to establish even a notional
book-review magazine. From Centennial College (651 Watden:Ave.nue, Tofor aid by oli people in rhe &This
excellent publication consists of
poems, drawings, photogiaphs, bits of
o.ml history, lists of things to do, and
l o t s ofjokes.

read cmadian?
BySAI$tRAMARTIN

’

Km ALL THOSE still suffering under the
delusion that publishing is both titn and
txotitabie. two ncentlv released and
.boom-tilled reports are Mandatory. But
IN THB MOST recent issue of the radical
don’t expect wit or literary merit, for
bimonthly This Magazine ($4.00 per
publishink studies like other briefs axe
annum, 56 The Esplanade, Toronto),
replete with jargon and ponderous
its editors extend theii condolences to
phraseology.
the readers of Time Canada “on theii
The lirst is the long-awaited Seemimminent liereavement,” and genertaty of State’s analysis of the massously offer to take up the entire submarket pqerback industry in Canada.
scription list of rime. “To accommoAnd’ the other, on “English-language
date the withdrawal problem of
habituated Time addicts,” the editors . Book Publishing in Canada,” was wtitpromise, “This Magazine is planning
ten by Paul Audley, executive dir
of the Independent Publishers’ Associa IO&word section.at the front of each
ation (IPA).
issue called ‘The U.S.’ ”
The two briefs differ so radically in
attitude and conclusion that one could
be forgiven a little speculation on their
objectivity. The lPA is asking (in fact
imploring) the govemment to take immediate and comprehensive action to
salvage the Canadian publishing indus-’
try from American domination (U.S.
imports command 68% of the Canadian
market, up from 53% in 1966). Grants
are not enoitgh and only provide a temporary respite; according to the publishers. They want the government to
provide them with access to the
marketplace.
Yet the Seeretaty of State’s report
.indicates Canadian publishers could
have an I active mle in mass-market
paperbacks if they published books
people wanted to buy. II advises against
.
government ngulation because Canadian marketing organizations “would
an invaluable
be weakened seriously were governconlxibu~ion
ment to assist in the creation of a new
to the
mass market distribution structure.”
development of a
Wherever you want to place the
ople’a hiato~ of Canada
blame. for the lack of initiative, the
405 pages
statistics on Canadian publishing am
$6.00
staggering. Among the findings of the
$12.00 (cloth)
govermnent-sponsored report:
q Of the 38 million mass-market
paperbacks sold in Canada in 1973,
fewer than 4% are by Canadian authors.

No Canadian nublisher has enouah while GP is making a gd of it, it’s
selling tides tb reprint for a pmKt- getdng harder all the time.
s mass-market program. There
Between 78% end 80% of masssome 14,000 Canadian titles in market paperbacks are sold on-racks
.n. But a panel of three experts cmtld located in drug, variety and grocery
d only 39 that were “sum winners” stores. The majority of these 14,000
capable of selling more than 10,000 retail outlets are supplied by 10 U.S.
epics each. .
nationaldistrlbutors, whichactasalink
q Fewer than 40 new Canadian titles
between 250 U.S. mass-market pubcould be published for the paperback lishers and 38 Canadian wholesalers.
market annually. a mere fraction of the How will a consortium of Canadian
4,000 or more individual tides released publishers be able to compete against
each year.
. American distributors who control 83%
q Canadian publishers have not atof the market? Surely, despite the govtempted to “identify the unsatistird ernment report,. some regulation is
needs of the consumer.” In other necessary to help Canadian publishers
words, they aren’t producing enough overcome the handicap. And that
thrillers, melodramas, and sex fan- brings us to thelPA report.
tasies.
The IPA argues that Canadian publishers
are far from being a bunch of
Not to despair, however. There are lazy good-for-nothing
laysbouts.
two rays of sunshine: Harlequin Books Rather, they account for 8056’ of total
and PaperJacks, a division of General trade sales of Canadian titles. And
Publishing. The report urges Canadian Canadian books do sell. Even when
publishers to collaborate with one or they am hidden away in the Canadiana
both of these successful firms - Her- sections of t&all bookstores, they comNal which distributes Harlequin has prise some 28% bf total sales. Using
14% of the market, topped only by Ban- this figure as a basis, the publishers
tam with 15%. Both Harlequin
(through Har-Nsl) and General Pub:
IO enable Canadian books and&tlishing have expressed interest in acting thors the same representatiqn they reas national distributors foraconsortium
ceive in the bookstores.
ofpublishers. withGPgoingsofarasto
In an ironic section, juxtaposing Secoffer to co-publish suitable titles on a req
of State Hugh Faulkner’s public
50-50 cost- and profit-sharing basis.
statements with the IPA’s gloomy preHarlequin is generally considered a dictions, the brief outlines the necesCanadian success storyi having pro- sary steps to maintaln “residual Canamoted its line of nurse mmances into a dian ownership” of the industry:
multi-national corporation that turns an
o Screening of foreign films.’ The
annual pmfit in the millions of dollars. mechanism was established with the
It should be remembered, however, Foreign Investment Review Agency;
that the books are almost exclusively by but still, two US. firms, Houghton
foreign authors and, as the report MiiBin ‘and Allyn & Bacon, incorpostates, Harlequin publishes “many rated here earlier in the year.
variations of one title.” So, while
q A program of low-intemst loans
Harlequin’s marketing prowess would guaranteed by the federal government
be invaluable, its uniqueness does not and available to all Canadian-owned
make it a good model for an aspiring companies! as well as an expanded’
publisher wanting to pmduce a diverse block-grant program. According to the
line of home-grown products.
IPA, “the total grants available ‘are
General Publishing has made a suc- considerably smaller than the aRer-tax
cess of Paperlacks, but the company is profits of McGraw-Hill.”
q Federal-provincial funding,
having trouble finding new titles. Frequently, North American rights to perhaps on a 50-50 cost-sharing basis, .
best sellers are sold to the higher bid- for Canadian-owned firms to develop
ding American publishers. Unable to educational titles. These publishers
compete in the U.S. market, the Cana- now have only 3% of the school-book
dian publisher is often left to market market. Furthermore, there has been a
only the less lucrative titles in his own 54% decline (taking inflation into acterritory. Consequently, General Pub- count) in the amount spent on school
lishing has endorsed a joint effort spon- books in Ontarlo since 1966.
q Libraries should buy from Cana- Q
sored by the Writers Union and the
dian supplie,rs and. whenever possible,
IPA to have a voluntary six-months’
directly fmm bookstores. This would
moratorium on the sale of Canadian
serve to expand and strengthen the
mass-market rights to fore&n companies. One can only conclude that bookstore network. Public libraries
29
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PUBLISH YOUII
WOK IN 90 DAYS

For over thirty-seven years Expositlon Press publiabed book
msnusodpts eqpal l o Irade
standards in an averago of

lhree months-a lhird the

usual tlms. Our special lm-

prints,
Exposllion-Unlvemlty
(scholarly), Banner (trade),
Lochlnvar (Americana), Tests
moot (religious), am reserved
for desewlng works In their
?epsrale llalds. W e offer a
complete publlshlng servlcs Including edltorlal supervision.
a dynamlo adwllslng. tiarketlng and pmmoLlonal program and trade dlstrlbutlon.
Inquiries are Invited; editorial
reports fomlshed wllhoot obllgatlon.
FREE: Two fact-lilled bm--chums conlalning a detalled
description of our publishing
plan and pmsentlng a breakdown of oontraot terms and
wdcal costs.

PIaaao %vrlr0 of Ml, D0pt. ,211
ExPDllKlON PRW8. 1°C.
so0 50Ulh ouola, any aand
HICkWaIO. HBW York 1,800( ci1.5, 1122.5700 ,x2) ms-0081

spend only 8% of their budgets on
Canadian books and the IPA wants this
figtire increased. If nec+%ry. federal
funds should be used to bring collections to “an acceptable size.”
q Regulation of book clubs and
mass-paperback tacks so that Canadian
tides receive the same expqsore hem at the moment it’s 7% bd 2% respectively - as in the bookstores. (The
government report quotes 1972 figures
.and includes the’ wholly owned U.S.
subsidiary S’iion & Schuster to reach
its conclusion that Canadian firms have
4% of the mass-oaoerback market.)
o Changes in tite copyright law to
give the Canadian holder exclusivity in
hi own market and to provide penalties
for tirms imoottine editions for which
. there. is ah&y a-Canadian copyright
holder.
Assuming the IPA&ures a& accurate - andihere has been no evidence
to thcwntraty - the publishing ittdustry is sinking fast. Since government
handouts have resulted in more books.
but not more’ sales, perhaps.
a new ap
-.
pmach is necessary. The government
might do well to listen to the. pubIi&hers. After all. what does the Secretsty of State have to lose? The current
program is.obviously a losing pmposition. q
..

OVER OTHER TRANSOMS
SbT

-..
‘Ike ankle “Avhche Over The Transom” in

the Oclobcr issue is of special intaedl to mess I
wss ‘tint rwder for M~ury Ress for slightly
over elSht yeur. The final slag= of Brain
Blugcon begs to set in wrly lhll ycdr sod I tetl
the fimr st tbe bcginniry of June.
Aspoblishersd”~Maga~ncotF~Lyy&
&knee RNlo,? mid “Venrun Scknce F&
lion.” we received about 6.000 mmusnipts s
year fmm unpublished aulbms. The number of
solicked msnuscripts mmbemd about 500 per
jvar, in addition.
poetry acmmued for about 25% of tietoml. in
spite oflhc fscr Usrwepublished no poetxy. The
Rowofmanusaip~ wss definitely searmud. wkh
suges at Ihe beginning of Le rehwl yeu apd
during tie holidays of Thsnksgiviy. (hrislm~
ml6 Eilster.
Mlnuseripts were received from sromd Ihe
.world. wkh about 10%15% fmm beyond ulc
U.S. border. About 10% of the total received
(600peryur)cm1efmmCsoada, withthemajc+
ily From Omarlo. Brkish Columbia and ulc
Prairies. in lbst order. A smaller number csme
imm Quebec (nd the Atlsnllc pmvincrr. but all
provinrrr nod the occsslonsl &x&my wem rsp,resented. We opened and-d all mmuscripts
rec&ed. but osed a printed rejeaionslip.

Several dozen major SF wrkm have cm
overthetmosmo in the b1 fewde‘zdes. sod:
m~nutipt I w&cd wss subsquendy c
lisbed and went ori 10 be wtdely rnlhologiru
which certainly made me feel good. But aft1
time~bcendksschore of wading bsd stcatest.
on one; I beli&e I kwed the lmpst lime of s
fimresdcraM~q Ress.
Porwhail’s worth. John W. Campbell. edla,
of Analog Science Ficlion. pubtlshed by-Can&
Nasti rerd both the solicited md onsolicked mmuscrtprs for Ihe period fmm I?33 until hts
death in 1971. A record which Few people esn
match.
-AodrrwPmer
New York

CONCEPTUAL’BIAS
Sic
I object strenuously to the completely biased and
prejudiced revtew by Anne Rah of Ihe book
Fcwnily Pkmnin~ in Char& which I edked

forgot to menlion Ihal this source book
33 releetions of which six deal wkh Lis issue.
Tlds rwlcwa also i%rgns lb memioh lhal in Ibe
sextim on abobonion. three desl with the anti&orrim issues a@ dree with tbp p&live sspects of
tbls topic. Her review glosses over 27 mntributions mnd the full appendix of sources of fsmily
plsnniyinthlscouolry. &fomarevlewerslu~r
her biased opinions on any topic, she should Y
kast nwlew L book -rly and share with the
reader iu tout content snd purpose. rather than
focus ihe mcjodly of her review on Ihe inuc of
abortion md mis-label it ss apro&onion book.
I feel 6mt this jun sl+s fwl on the fire of
miicomprehension OF what family planning
meaosinowcounly.
.
Bsnjamin_Schle.singcr. RD.
. Faculty of .%&I Work
University of Tomma

WNGARL4N‘UNRHAPSODY
Sic
This is wkh regard Lo Joseph Melepl’s review OF
l7uSamdo/lime in yaurDecemb&issue.
How OR eti could you publish s rwiew lhrr
admittedly reluses to discuss 6w. works OF the
“very few wim-s” includedin the mllcnion?
OFlhc 27,sulhors repnrnted bi rhecmIhology.
at teas! IO me wkkly known to resderr OF Cmc
dll tkemtwe and liieners of CBC Anthology.
OFtberemalning 17.13uraccvmplishedw~bors
and pocls wkh seveml voloh~~s in Ihe Hungdan
langus&
As m Mr. Mexi’s r+ence 10 the carekssly
wklcn biognphical annotslioos. every dste or
tide given is eonecl md swenl complimenls
have bsen received OR 6ds matter From biblllprapherr of Canadian Ikenone who find Ihe in_
. _.
Mr. Mezeicsoieshitbiss so far as IO 6odfsub

policy.
Johri P. Miska
Lethbrldge, Aka.

Tbe wrld of men with all its vices and impwilier won’t hold
any more surprises for you: it will become a5 familiar m you Y
yourown spit. They are jun like you: lhey need Lo be kissed and
carerred Im.
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Here’s a list of just a few of the authors whose books
are featured in &CMland BE Stewart’s 3rd annual
3 for 2 paperback sale.

; ‘-

_ -- ..__ - __._

Fe&y Mowat
Peter C. Newman
Al Pmdy
Thomas Raddell
MordecaiRichler
Richard Rohmer
Sinclair Ross
Gabrielle Roy
Stuart Trueman .
Pi&e vallieres

Rudy Wiebe
George Woodcock
AND MANI/ .&ORE

-

-.-

\
_:__.-.-.._-_-.-

One extra paperback for every two you buy!. And the
bonus book is your choice-~@ to the value of the
least expensive of the two books bought.
You p&hese’The Boat Who Wouldn’t Kloet by Farley
Mowat @ $2.95 and Love Where the Nights Are Long
by Irving Layton @ $2.95.
YOUR BONUS - ANY OTHER M CCLELLAND
AND STEW.ART PAPERBACK FROM THE 3 FOR
2 DISPLAY UP TO $2.95.
,,
You purchase-Smallwood: The Unlikely Reoofutionnry by Richard Gwyn @ $4.95 and The Laura Se&d
Canadian Cbokbook @$3.%.
YOUR BONUS - ANY BOOK UP TO $3.95 FROM
THE HUNDREDS IN THE 3 FOR 2 DISPLAY.
You purchase The No Fad, Good Food, $5 A Week
CookbBok by Caroline Ackerman @ $2.95 and The
Mountains rind the Valley by Ernest Buckler @ $1.95.
YOUR BONUS - ANY OTHER MCCLELLAND
AND S-WART PAPERBACK Up TO $1.95.
You purchase The National Dream/L& &pike (twoMlumes-in-one-paperback) by Pierre Berton @, $4.95
and You Can Weave bv Mew E. Black and Bessie R.
Murray
@ $4.95. ’ _
YOUR BONUS - YOUR CHOICE, UP TO $4.951, .FROM THE MCCLELLAND AND STEWART 3 FOR
2 DISPLAY.
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HERE’S HOW IT WORKS!

HUNDREDS OF TITLES_,
BY TOP AUTHORS

Margaret Atwood
Pierre Berton
Earle Bimey
Marie-Claire Blais
George Bowering
Max Braitbwaite
Ernest Buckler
Morley Callaghan
Leonard Cohen
Robertson Davies
Cl%Faulkaor
David Fennario
MavisGaUant
Lynne Gordon
Cllristie Han-is
Robert Hunter
Margaret Laurence
Irving Layton
Stephen Leacock
Jack Ludwig
Hugh MacLemum
L. M. Montgomery
Susemla Moodie
Brian Moore
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